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Abstract
We show that one-way functions exist if and only if there is some samplable distribution
D such that it is hard to approximate the Kolmogorov complexity of a string sampled from
D. Thus we characterize the existence of one-way functions by the average-case hardness of
a natural uncomputable problem on samplable distributions, extending a recent line of work
by Liu and Pass (FOCS’20, STOC’21) and Ren and Santhanam (CCC’21).
We also show that the average-case hardness of approximating Minimum Circuit Size
on a locally samplable distribution (where the sampler runs in sub-linear time by using
random access to its input) is equivalent to the existence of one-way functions. This is the
first characterization of one-way functions by a natural average-case hardness assumption
on the Minimum Circuit Size Problem. We present several other characterizations and connections between one-way functions and average-case hardness of meta-complexity problems
(problems about complexity) on samplable distributions.
We give various applications of these results to the foundations of cryptography and
the theory of meta-complexity. We show that the average-case hardness of deciding k-SAT
or Clique on any samplable distribution of high enough entropy implies the existence of
one-way functions. Thus one-way functions follow from general assumptions on the averagecase hardness of NP-complete problems. We observe that our assumptions are implied by
standard cryptographic assumptions such as the Planted Clique hypothesis and the pseudorandomness of Goldreich’s local functions.
Our results imply a range of equivalences between various meta-complexity problems,
showing that the theory of meta-complexity is very robust when considering average-case
complexity. We use our results to unconditionally solve various meta-complexity problems
in CZK (computational zero-knowledge) on average, and give implications of our results for
the classic question of proving NP-hardness for the Minimum Circuit Size Problem.
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Introduction

What is the most general complexity-theoretic assumption that implies the existence of oneway functions? This is a fundamental question in complexity theory and cryptography. The
beautiful theory of cryptography that emerged in the 80s and 90s [BM84,Yao82,GM84,GGM86,
HILL99,Gol01] uses one-way functions as a basic primitive. The relationship of this primitive to
standard worst-case and average-case assumptions in complexity theory has yet to be properly
understood. What is known is mostly in the form of negative results, indicating that we are
unlikely to be able to base one-way functions on NP-hardness using “black-box” reductions
[BT06, AGGM06, BB15].
For several well-studied computational problems, such as Factoring, Discrete Logarithm,
the Shortest Vector Problem [AD97], Learning Parity with Noise [Ale11], Subset Sum [IN96]
and Planted Clique [JP00], it is known that one-way functions (and in many of these cases,
even public-key cryptography) can be based on hardness of the problem. However, it is not
known for any of these problems whether a hardness assumption on the problem is necessary
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for the existence of one-way functions. In order to base cryptography on assumptions that are
as general as possible, it would be helpful to have examples of natural computational problems
whose hardness is equivalent to the existence of one-way functions.
If we relax the requirement that the computational problem needs to be natural, such
examples are well-known. Levin [Lev03] showed the existence of a universal one-way function
F : a fixed polynomial-time computable function that is one-way if one-way functions exist.
It is straightforward to define a decision problem LF corresponding to this universal one-way
function such that LF is average-case hard if and only if one-way functions exist.
We emphasize, however, that the naturalness of the computational problem is an important
criterion when we are seeking to better understand the complexity-theoretic foundations of
cryptography. As an analogy, consider the theory of NP-completeness. The canonical Bounded
NTM Halting problem, which asks if a given non-deterministic Turing machine M halts on input
x within t steps (for t given in unary), is easily seen to be NP-complete. What truly makes the
notion of NP-completeness significant, though, is the work of Cook [Coo71], Levin [Lev73], and
Karp [Kar72], showing that many natural problems (such as SAT, Clique, 3-Coloring, Integer
Linear Programming, etc.) are NP-complete. This shows the deep relatedness of these seemingly
different problems. The reductions among them can then be exploited in many different ways in solving these problems in the real world, for example, or in understanding the approximability
and average-case complexity of these problems.
One could ask, ambitiously: is there a similar Cook-Levin-Karp-style theory of completeness
for one-way functions? Indeed, this question is explicitly posed by Levin in his survey [Lev03]
on one-way functions.
In a recent breakthrough, Liu and Pass [LP20] showed that one-way functions exist if and
only if the Kt problem (computing the t-time bounded Kolmogorov complexity1 ) is weakly
hard2 on average (in a bounded-error sense) over the uniform distribution for some polynomial
t. The crucial point here is that unlike the problem LF above, the problem Kt is natural : it is
independently interesting and was heavily studied before in its own right [Tra84, Sip83, Har83,
Ko86, Ko91, Hir18].
The Liu-Pass result suggests a deeper link between one-way functions and meta-complexity.
Here “meta-complexity” refers to the complexity of a computational problem that is itself
about complexity. The Kt problem is such an example, since determining the t-time bounded
Kolmogorov complexity of a string is itself a problem about complexity. Other examples include the problem K of computing the Kolmogorov complexity of a string, and the Minimum
Circuit Size Problem (MCSP) [KC00] of computing the minimum circuit size of a Boolean
function given by its truth table. The theory of meta-complexity has found applications in
several different contexts recently, including learning algorithms [CIKK16, OS17], worst-case
to average-case reductions within NP and PH [Hir18, Hir20, Hir21], hardness magnification
[OS18, OPS19, MMW19, CJW19, CJW20, CHO+ 20, LP21a], pseudorandomness [Wil16, San20]
and proof complexity [PS19].
Indeed, following [LP20], there have been several other results showing connections and
equivalences between meta-complexity and one-way functions [LP21a, ACM+ 21, RS21]. What
these results all have in common is that they connect one-way functions to meta-complexity over
the uniform distribution. While the uniform distribution is a natural one for meta-complexity
problems, the theory of average-case complexity [Lev86] deals more generally with polynomialtime samplable distributions, and it is natural to ask if these connections and equivalences can
be shown based on hardness over samplable distributions instead.
A further issue with considering hardness assumptions over the uniform distribution is that
they are somewhat fragile in terms of parameters. For example, in [LP20], the assumption needs
1
Given a universal Turing machine U , the t-time bounded Kolmogorov complexity of a string x is the size of
the smallest program p such that U (p) outputs x in at most t(|x|) steps.
2
We use “weakly hard” for the notion termed “mildly hard” in [LP20].
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to be about weak average-case hardness rather than strong average-case hardness3 , even though
one-wayness is robust in the sense that weak one-way functions exist if and only if strong one-way
functions exist [Yao82]. Also, while the result in [LP20] does imply equivalence of computing
Kt and O(log(n))-additively approximating Kt , it is not capable of handling additive gaps that
are ω(log(n)) (since Kt is in fact not weakly hard to ω(log(n))-additively approximate), or
complexity thresholds much smaller than n (since only a negligible fraction of strings have Kt
complexity significantly below n)4 .
In this paper, we characterize the existence of one-way functions by the average-case hardness of meta-complexity problems such as K and MCSP over samplable distributions. These
characterizations are very robust, and lead to several applications in cryptography and metacomplexity.

1.1
1.1.1

Our Results
Equivalences

Our first main result shows an equivalence between the existence of one-way functions and the
average-case hardness of a gap version of the problem of computing Kolmogorov complexity over
samplable distributions. This might seem surprising at first, given that Kolmogorov complexity
is uncomputable.
Below, GapK[s, c] denotes the promise problem of distinguishing between strings of Kolmogorov complexity at most s and Kolmogorov complexity at least c. We say that a problem
is weakly average-case hard on a distribution D if every probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm
fails to solve it with probability 1/nO(1) (over D and the randomness of the algorithm) on almost
all input lengths, and we say that a problem is strongly average-case hard on a distribution D
if every probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm fails to solve it with probability 1/2 − 1/nω(1)
on almost all input lengths.
Theorem 1. The following are equivalent:
1. One-way functions exist.
2. For some s = nΩ(1) and ∆ = ω(log(n)), there is a samplable distribution D such that
GapK[s, s + ∆] is weakly average-case hard on D.
3. For every  > 0, there is a samplable distribution D such that GapK[n , n − ω(log(n))] is
strongly average-case hard on D.
Theorem 1 shows the robustness of approximating Kolmogorov complexity on average over
samplable distributions, with respect to the complexity parameter s, the approximation gap
∆, and the notion of average-case hardness. If there is a samplable distribution on which
approximating Kolmogorov complexity with some ω(log(n)) gap for some complexity parameter
s = nΩ(1) is weakly average-case hard, then for each  > 0 there is a samplable distribution
on which approximating Kolmogorov complexity up to a multiplicative factor n1− is strongly
average-case hard.
The fact that the average-case hardness of approximating Kolmogorov complexity implies
the existence of one-way functions might seem especially surprising, given that candidate oneway functions are usually defined based on problems in NP, while Kolmogorov complexity
is uncomputable. While most constructions of one-way functions based on the average-case
3

The result in [LP20] in fact shows that O(log(n))-additively approximating Kt complexity is mildly hard
on the uniform distribution if and only if one-way functions exist. Kt complexity can be O(log(n))-additively
approximated on all but an inverse polynomial fraction of the inputs on the uniform distribution simply by
outputting n on every input, since most inputs have Kt complexity close to n.
4
In a subsequent paper, [LP21a] address this issue, but at the cost of using a somewhat unnatural notion of
average-case hardness (which they call “average-case∗ hardness”).
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hardness of some computational problem use the structure of the problem to define the one-way
function and argue security based on the distributional average-case hardness, our construction
does the reverse5 : the one-way function is defined based on the distribution, while the proof of
security exploits the structure of the problem assumed to be hard, i.e., Kolmogorov complexity.
By strengthening the samplability assumption in Theorem 1 and using the influential localization technique of [AIK06], we can also characterize one-way functions computable in NC0 .6
Theorem 2. The following are equivalent:
1. There are one-way functions computable in NC0 .
2. For some s = nΩ(1) and ∆ = ω(log(n)), there is a logspace-samplable distribution D such
that GapK[s, s + ∆] is weakly average-case hard on D.
3. There is an NC0 -samplable distribution D such that GapK[n − n0.99 , n − ω(log(n))] is
strongly average-case hard on D.
A natural question is whether there is a version of Theorem 1 or Theorem 2 where the
equivalence involves the hardness of a meta-complexity problem known to be in NP, such as the
Kt problem considered in [LP20]7 We are able to achieve this with a more complicated proof, but
only under a complexity-theoretic derandomization assumption and for infinitely-often one-way
functions. However, we get a much cleaner result for the Minimum Circuit Size Problem.
Let GapMCSP[s, c] denote the promise problem of distinguishing between truth tables of
Boolean functions with circuit complexity at most s and Boolean functions with circuit complexity at least c. It is a major open problem to characterize one-way functions by the averagecase hardness of MCSP. The celebrated Natural Proofs paper of Razborov and Rudich [RR97]
shows that one-way functions imply the zero-error average-case hardness of MCSP, but no unconditional converse to this result is known8 .
We give the first equivalence between the average-case hardness of MCSP and the existence
of one-way functions. In order to do this, we consider a samplability notion that we believe
is interesting in its own right: local samplability. A t-local sampler is a sampler that, in order
to compute a given bit of its output, runs in time t with random access to its input9 . Here t
is typically some sub-linear function. Several natural distributions, such as the uniform distribution and distributions induced by pseudorandom function generators [GGM86], are t-locally
samplable for small t. Further motivating the notion is the fact that for most pairs L, L0 of
natural NP-complete problems, there is a local reduction from L to L0 , and hence the hardness
of L with respect to some locally samplable distribution translates to the hardness of L0 also
with respect to some locally samplable distribution.
Theorem 3. The following are equivalent:
1. One-way functions exist.
2. For some constant δ > 0 and s = Ω(nδ ), there is an (nδ )-locally samplable distribution D
such that GapMCSP[s, sn5δ ] is weakly average-case hard on D.
5

There are precedents for this, such as [IL90]. In [IL90], they prove that if NP is hard over some samplable
distribution, then NP is also hard over the uniform distribution. One of the cases they consider is that the sampler
itself already implements a one-way function; in this case, a hard NP language over the uniform distribution follows
easily.
6
NC0 is the class of (multi-output) functions computable by uniform circuits such that each output bit is
connected to a constant number of input bits.
7
Intuitively Kt is an easier problem than K, therefore basing one-way functions on hardness of Kt should be
easier than basing one-way functions on hardness of K. This is not the case, though, for the proof techniques we
use.
8
Such a converse is given in [San20] under an additional assumption about universal succinct pseudorandom
distributions.
9
Consequently, a t-local sampler can access at most t bits of its input while computing a specific output bit.
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3. For every constant δ > 0, there is an (nδ )-locally samplable distribution D such that
GapMCSP[nδ , o( logn n )] is strongly average-case hard on D.
One of the main research directions in the theory of meta-complexity is to show the robustness of meta-complexity problems with respect to the complexity parameter and the gap.
Many results in the area are insensitive to differences in the complexity parameter and the gap,
but there are few formal reductions between meta-complexity problems that justify this. Theorem 3 shows that in the setting of average-case complexity with respect to locally samplable
distributions, MCSP is very robust with respect to the complexity parameter and the gap.
1.1.2

Applications

Our new characterizations of one-way functions by the hardness of meta-complexity problems
on samplable distributions have several applications in cryptography and the theory of metacomplexity.
One-way functions from hardness of SAT and Clique. First, they allow us to show that
one-way functions follow from the average-case hardness of NP-complete problems such as SAT
and Clique under more general assumptions than were known before. Specifically, average-case
hardness of SAT or Clique on any samplable distribution of high enough entropy implies the
existence of one-way functions. Candidate one-way functions based on SAT and Clique are
often based on very specific distributions, which lead to hardness assumptions that are not very
robust. By showing that one-wayness can be derived from more general classes of distributions,
we make progress towards basing one-way functions simply on the average-case hardness of NP.
Below, the entropy deficiency of a distribution on m bits is the difference between m and
the entropy.
Theorem 4. Given an integer k, let ∆ ≥ 2k+3 be a large enough integer, and let t : N → N be
any function such that t(n) = ω(log n). If
• k-SAT on ∆n clauses is strongly average-case hard w.r.t. some samplable (resp. logspacesamplable) distribution D with entropy deficiency at most ∆n/2k+1 , or
• t-Clique is strongly average-case hard w.r.t. some samplable
(resp. logspace-samplable)

distribution D with entropy deficiency at most 0.99 2t ,
then one-way functions (resp. one-way functions computable in NC0 ) exist.
It is natural to wonder if the hardness assumptions in Theorem 4 are reasonable. We show
that in fact, the hardness assumption for Clique follows from the well-studied Planted Clique
Hypothesis [Jer92, Kuc95,AKS98], while the hardness assumption for SAT follows from pseudorandomness of random local functions (often referred to as“Goldreich’s PRG”) [Gol00, App13,
App16]. Thus our assumptions generalize hypotheses that have been intensively studied.
Unconditional CZK protocols for meta-complexity. Turning to the theory of metacomplexity, our characterizations imply unconditional average-case simulations of the corresponding meta-complexity problems in CZK (Computational Zero Knowledge) infinitely often.
As far as we are aware, these are the first natural examples of approximation problems shown
to be in CZK (on average) without also being shown to be in SZK (Statistical Zero Knowledge).
Below, we say that a problem is infinitely often in CZK on a distribution D if for each k > 0,
there is a CZK protocol that is correct with probability at least 1 − 1/nk on inputs sampled
from D, for infinitely many n.
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Theorem 5. For every s : N → N such that s(n) = nΩ(1) and for every samplable distribution
D, GapK[s, s + ω(log(n))] is infinitely often in CZK on D.
For every δ > 0, s = Ω(nδ ), and (nδ )-locally samplable distribution D, GapMCSP[s, sn5δ ] is
infinitely often in CZK on D.
Non-NP-hardness of GapMCSP under randomized local reductions. Finally, we use our
results to shed some light on the long-standing open question of whether MCSP is NP-complete.
Based on the assumption that one-way functions in NC0 exist, we rule out NP-hardness of
GapMCSP under randomized local reductions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
piece of evidence against randomized reductions from SAT to GapMCSP. We note that Murray
and Williams [MW17] unconditionally ruled out NP-hardness of MCSP under deterministic local
reductions.
Theorem 6. Suppose there are one-way functions computable in NC0 . Then for each δ > 0
and s = Ω(nδ ), there are no randomized (nδ )-local reductions from SAT to GapMCSP[s, sn4δ ].

1.2

Techniques

Here we discuss the main ideas used in our proofs. We restrict ourselves to high-level arguments
in this section, and do not delve too deeply into the choice of parameters.
1.2.1

Equivalences

The argument for one direction of Theorems 1 and 3 is straightforward given previous work.
Suppose one-way functions exist, and we wish to show that GapK and GapMCSP are strongly
hard on average. By [HILL99,GGM86], for each  > 0 there are pseudo-random generators with
seed length n computable in polynomial time such that each output of the generator, when
interpreted as the truth table of a function, has circuit size nO() . This also implies that every
output of the generator has Kolmogorov complexity at most nO() . On the other hand, a random
string x has K(x) close to n and circuit size close to n/ log(n) with high probability. Thus, we can
consider the samplable distribution D that generates a uniformly random string with probability
1/2 and a uniformly random output of the pseudo-random generator with probability 1/2. Any
algorithm for GapK or GapMCSP that has noticeable advantage over random could be used
to distinguish the uniform distribution from the pseudo-random distribution, contradicting the
pseudo-randomness assumption.
For the other direction of Theorem 1, suppose that there is a samplable distribution D such
that GapK is hard on average with respect to D. The crucial observation is the following:
• If a string y has a high probability of being sampled from D, then the Kolmogorov complexity of y is small. The reason is that there are few strings sampled with high probability
in D, and we could simply specify y by giving its index in a lexicographically ordered list
of high-probability strings.
• On the other hand, if a string x has a low probability of being sampled from D, then the
Kolmogorov complexity of y is large (on average over D). To see this, note that by a simple
counting argument there are few strings of small Kolmogorov complexity. Therefore the
cumulative weight in D of such small Kolmogorov-complexity strings sampled with low
probability is low.
Hence, in order to solve GapK on D, it is sufficient to check whether a string is sampled
with high or low probability on average over D. Under the assumption that one-way functions
don’t exist, this can be done infinitely often in probabilistic polynomial time (on average) with
standard hashing techniques.
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We note that similar ideas have been used before in the literature on one-way functions and
average-case complexity [IL89,IL90]. Our main contribution in proving Theorem 1 is conceptual.
We use these ideas to illuminate the fundamental role of meta-complexity in this context.
In order to show Theorem 2, we need to adapt the proofs of both directions of Theorem
1. In order to get average-case hardness on logspace-samplable distributions from NC0 one-way
functions, we use [HRV13] rather than [HILL99]. In order to get NC0 one-way functions from
average-case hardness on logspace-samplable distributions, we observe that since there exist
logspace-computable hash functions, when starting from a logspace-samplable distribution, the
proof of Theorem 1 also gives logspace-computable one-way functions. We then apply the main
result of [AIK06] to get one-way functions in NC0 .
To show Theorem 3, we adopt the same template as in Theorem 1, but need to work harder
and use some new ideas. Suppose that we have hardness of GapMCSP on some locally samplable
distribution D, and wish to derive one-way functions from this hardness assumption. When we
were analyzing Kolmogorov complexity, the basic observation that a string y sampled from D
with high probability has low complexity was easy to show. The corresponding result is harder
when we work with circuit complexity.
We show that if y is the truth table of a function with high circuit complexity, then py is
low, where py is the probability that y is sampled from D. The key idea is to “reveal” bits of
the input to the sampler used to compute y in stages. Each stage reveals a small number of
bits of the input to the sampler, by its locality. If after a small number of stages, all bits of y
can be correctly computed by an approximate majority over random choices of the unrevealed
bits, then we can argue that we get a small circuit for y. Suppose this is not the case. Then
there is some bit of y for which random choices to the unrevealed bits give the wrong answer
with probability ≥ 1/3. In this case, we can argue that py must decrease by a factor of 2/3. If
y has large circuit complexity, the number of stages in this process must be high, and hence py
must be low.
Once we show this claim, we can use the non-existence of one-way functions to approximate
py on average as in the proof of Theorem 1.
Remark 7. The first bullet in our discussion of GapK (i.e. any string sampled from an (efficient)
sampler with noticeable probability has low Kolmogorov complexity) is called a coding theorem
in Kolmogorov complexity. Our results for GapMCSP can also be interpreted as a coding theorem
for circuit complexity (and KT complexity), but over locally-samplable distributions. We remark
that Lu and Oliveira [LO21] recently showed a coding theorem for rKt (a randomized version
of Levin’s Kt complexity [Lev84, Oli19]).
1.2.2

Applications

Theorem 4: One-way functions from hardness of SAT and Clique. Our proof of Theorem 4 is inspired by a zero-error average-case reduction from SAT to computing KT complexity10
in [HS17]. The idea is that random k-CNF formulas are incompressible, while k-CNFs with satisfying assignments can be compressed if they are long enough. A similar idea gives a zero-error
reduction from Clique to computing KT.
Here we adapt these ideas to the bounded-error average-case setting. When considering
bounded-error average-case complexity, it is no longer the case that the uniform distribution
is a reasonable one to consider for k-SAT, since answering “Unsatisfiable” works with overwhelmingly high probability. However, it is still reasonable to expect average-case hardness
on distributions with high entropy. We show that if the distribution has high enough entropy,
then there are bounded-error reductions from k-SAT and Clique to approximating Kolmogorov
complexity. The reductions themselves are the simplest possible, namely the identity reduction!
However, the proof that they work requires the compressibility argument from [HS17] as well
10

KT complexity is a meta-complexity notion defined in [All01] that is closely related to circuit complexity.
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as the fact that high entropy distributions must place noticeable probability on strings of high
Kolmogorov complexity. We thereby get a reduction from computing SAT or Clique on average
with noticeable advantage over random on a samplable distribution D with high enough entropy
to computing GapK with all but inverse polynomial probability on D. The robustness of GapK
on average is crucial to our argument, as the reduction needs the algorithm for GapK to be
correct w.p. 1 − 1/poly(n).
To show that our average-case assumptions are reasonable, we show that they are implied
by well-studied hardness assumptions in average-case complexity and cryptography, namely the
Planted Clique Hypothesis for Clique and the pseudorandomness of random local functions for
k-SAT.
Theorem 5: Unconditional CZK protocols for meta-complexity. The proof of Theorem
5 uses a win-win argument:
• It is well known that if one-way functions exist, then CZK = IP = PSPACE [BGG+ 88,
Sha92]. In this case, since py can be computed in polynomial space for any string y
sampled from the distribution D, we have that GapK is in CZK on average.
• Suppose, on the other hand, that one-way functions don’t exist. Then by Theorem 1,
GapK is infinitely often in probabilistic polynomial time on D. Since CZK trivially contains
probabilistic polynomial time, GapK is infinitely often in CZK on D in this case as well.
A similar argument works for GapMCSP on locally samplable distributions, using Theorem 3
instead of Theorem 1.
Theorem 6: Non-NP-hardness of GapMCSP under randomized local reductions. Finally, to prove Theorem 6, we first show that if a language L has randomized local reductions to
GapMCSP, then L is easy on average over locally samplable distributions. The main ingredient
of this proof is showing that GapMCSP can be is easy on average over a locally samplable distribution when given the randomness of the sampler, rather than just its output. This argument
is similar to the argument that py is low for strings y of high circuit complexity sampled by a
local sampler D. We observe that under the assumption that there are one-way functions in
NC0 , k-SAT is average-case hard on some locally samplable distribution, and combining this
with the lemma about randomized local reductions concludes the proof.

1.3

Related Work

There have been several works relating one-way functions to non-cryptographic notions. Impagliazzo and Levin [IL90] show that one-way functions exist if and only if “universal extrapolation” does not, where universal extrapolation is a generic procedure to sample from
continuations of the output of some samplable process. Some of the ideas we use are similar to
theirs, though there does not seem to be a formal connection between the results. Blum, Furst,
Kearns, and Lipton [BFKL93] relate the existence of one-way functions to an average-case notion of learning. Oliveira and Santhanam [OS17] show that exponentially hard (non-uniform)
one-way functions exist if and only if non-trivial (non-uniform) learning is hard.
More recently, there have been a number of works considering the average-case hardness of
meta-complexity problems on the uniform distribution and relating it to one-way functions.
Santhanam [San20] showed that under an assumption on universal succinct pseudorandom
distributions, MCSP is zero-error hard on average on the uniform distribution if and only if
one-way functions exist. By considering Kt rather than MCSP and bounded-error hardness
rather than zero-error hardness, Liu and Pass [LP20] gave an unconditional equivalence. Characterizations of NC0 cryptography by meta-complexity over the uniform distribution are given
in [LP21c, RS21]. An implication for one-way functions from the average-case hardness of the
8

conditional KT-complexity problem is given in [ACM+ 21]. [LP21b] give a natural NP-complete
problem whose average-case hardness on the uniform distribution is equivalent to the existence
of one-way functions.

2

Preliminaries

For a positive integer n, we let [n] = {1, . . . , n}. Throughout this paper, we assume s, ∆ : N → N
are polynomial-time computable functions. If S is a set, we write x ← S to denote sampling an
element of S uniformly at random.
An n-bit partial string is a ρ ∈ {0, 1, ?}n . We say a (total string) x ∈ {0, 1}n agrees with ρ
if the i’th bit of x equals the i’th bit of ρ whenever ρ(i) is Boolean. We write y ← ρ to denote
sampling a uniformly random binary string y ∈ {0, 1}n that agrees with ρ.
A PPT algorithm is a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm. We let negl(n) denote a
negligible function (i.e. negl(n) = 1/nω(1) ).

2.1

Samplable Distributions

For each positive integer n, let Dn be a probability distribution on {0, 1}n . We say D = {Dn }
is an ensemble. We say that an ensemble D is a samplable distribution if there is a polynomialtime sampling algorithm Samp such that Samp(1n , r) samples from Dn when r is a uniformly
random string of length m = poly(n). For any Boolean string y ∈ {0, 1}n , we let py denote the
probability that y is sampled from Dn (the underlying samplable distribution D is implicit and
will always be clear from context).
We say that a probabilistic algorithm A computes a language L on D in time t(n) with error
δ(n) for all n in some set N ⊆ N if for all n ∈ N
Pr

[A(x) 6= L(x)] ≤ δ(n)

x←Dn ,A

and A(x) runs in time t(n) for all x ∈ {0, 1}n . If this holds with N = N, we omit specifying a
subset N , and if this holds for an infinite set N , we say A computes L on D in time t(n) with
error δ(n) infinitely-often.
We say an ensemble D = {Dn } is a (t(n))-locally samplable distribution if there is a local
sampling algorithm LSamp that gets random access to three inputs (a length parameter n
in binary11 , an index i ∈ [n], and some randomness r ∈ {0, 1}poly(n) ) and has the following
property. For any i ∈ [n], if r ∈ {0, 1}poly(n) is chosen uniformly at random, then LSamp(n, i, r)
outputs the i’th bit of a sample from Dn in time t(n). In particular, the n-bit string given by
LSamp(n, 1, r) . . . LSamp(n, n, r)
is a sample from Dn if r is chosen uniformly at random.
We will abuse notation and let LSamp(n, r) with no i provided as input denote the n-bit
string:
LSamp(n, r) = LSamp(n, 1, r) . . . LSamp(n, n, r).

2.2

One-Way Functions

Throughout this paper, we consider one-way functions secure against uniform probabilistic
adversaries. More precisely, we say a (deterministic) polynomial-time computable function
11

The reason why n is provided to LSamp in binary rather than unary is because we will want LSamp to run
in t(n) time and t(n) is usually less than n.
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f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n is one-way if every probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm I succeeds at
finding pre-image of f with negligible probability. That is, for all n,
Pr

x←{0,1}n

[f (I(f (x))) = f (x)] ≤ negl(n).

(Note that we assumed f is length-preserving, i.e. for every x, |f (x)| = |x|. This is without
loss of generality, see e.g. [Gol01, Proposition 2.2.5].)
We say f is one-way infinitely often if for every probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm I,
there exists an infinite set N such that for all n ∈ N ,
Pr

x←{0,1}n

[f (I(f (x))) = f (x)] ≤ negl(n).

Finally, we say a polynomial-time computable function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} is weakly oneway if there is a polynomial p such that for every probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm I
and every n,
Pr [f (I(f (x))) = f (x)] ≤ 1 − 1/p(n).
x←{0,1}n

Yao [Yao82] showed that weak one-way functions exist if and only if one-way functions exist.
As a result, if one-way functions do not exist, then for every polynomial computable function
f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n and every constant q ≥ 1, there exists a randomized polynomial-time
algorithm I such that for infinitely many n
Pr

x←{0,1}n

[f (I(f (x))) = f (x)] ≥ 1 − O(1/n−q ).

Remark 8. In this paper we assume one-way functions are secure against uniform adversaries.
Most of our results should also hold for non-uniform adversaries, but there is a potential counterexample, namely Theorem 28. The reason is that we assume there are no one-way functions
and invert two candidate one-way functions f1 , f2 in the proof. The function f2 depends on the
inverter of f1 , so if the inverter of f1 is non-uniform, then f2 itself is only computable with
non-uniformity, and it is unclear whether we can still invert f2 .

2.3

Circuits

Throughout this paper, we work with DeMorgan circuits (i.e. circuits with fan-in two AND
and OR gates and NOT gates), although this choice is not crucial to our results. The size of a
circuit C, denoted |C|, is the number of AND and OR gates in the circuit. Given a truth table
T of a Boolean function, the circuit complexity of T , denoted CC(T ), is the size of the smallest
circuit computing T .
We will also make use of randomized circuits. A randomized circuit D is a circuit C that
has two inputs, a (regular) input x ∈ {0, 1}n and a probabilistic input r ∈ {0, 1}m . We say
that a randomized circuit computes D computes a Boolean function f if for all x ∈ {0, 1}n , the
probability C(x, r) = f (x) is at least 2/3 when r is chosen uniformly at random. The size of D
is the size of C.
We will also use Adleman’s construction for converting a randomized circuit into a deterministic circuit.
Theorem 9 (Adleman [Adl78]). Suppose D is a randomized circuit of size s that computes
f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}. Then there is a (deterministic) circuit C of size at most s · poly(n) that
computes f .
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2.4

Kolmogorov Complexity and Its Meta-Complexity

We introduce the variants of Kolmogorov complexity that we consider.
Definition 10. Fix a universal Turing machine U . For a string x ∈ {0, 1}? :
• The Kolmogorov complexity of x, denoted as KU (x), is the length of the shortest program
d such that U (d) outputs x in finite time.
• Let t(·) be a function. The t-time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity of x, denoted as KtU (x),
is the length of the shortest program d such that U (d) outputs x in at most t(|x|) steps
[Ko91].
• The KT-complexity of x, denoted as KTU (x), is the minimum of |d| + t over all programs
d and time bounds t such that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ |x| + 1, U d (i) = xi [All01]. (Here we
assume x|x|+1 = ?. Also note that U is given random access to the program d.)
Our results hold for every efficient enough universal Turing machine U , therefore we will omit
the subscript U and simply write K(x), Kt (x), and KT(x).
We need the standard fact that the number of strings with low Kolmogorov complexity is
small (which is proved by a counting argument):
Fact 11. Let s, n be integers. The number of strings x ∈ {0, 1}n such that K(x) ≤ s is at most
P
s
i
s+1 − 1.
i=0 2 = 2
Kt ,

We also define the meta-complexity problems associated with each complexity measure (K,
KT, and circuit complexity).

Definition 12. Let 0 < s1 (n) < s2 (n) < n be two functions.
• GapK[s1 , s2 ] is the promise problem whose YES instances are strings x such that K(x) ≤
s1 (|x|), and NO instances are strings x such that K(x) ≥ s2 (|x|).
• Let t be a polynomial. GapKt [s1 , s2 ] is the promise problem whose YES instances are
strings x such that Kt (x) ≤ s1 (|x|), and NO instances are strings x such that Kt (x) ≥
s2 (|x|).
• GapKT[s1 , s2 ] is the promise problem whose YES instances are strings x such that KT(x) ≤
s1 (|x|), and NO instances are strings x such that KT(x) ≥ s2 (|x|).
Let 0 < s1 (n) < s2 (n) < n/ log n be two functions.
• GapMCSP[s1 , s2 ] is the promise problem whose YES instances are truth tables tt with
circuit complexity at most s1 (|tt|), and NO instances are truth tables tt with circuit
complexity at least s2 (|tt|).

2.5

Hash Functions

We will make use of the existence of explicit, pairwise independent hash functions.
Theorem 13 (See e.g. [Vad12, Problem 3.3]). Let m ≤ n ∈ N. There is a family of pairwise
independent hash functions Hn,m where each element of Hn,m is a function hw : {0, 1}n →
{0, 1}m indexed by a w ∈ {0, 1}n+m . Moreover, given n, m, w, and x ∈ {0, 1}n , one compute
hw (x) in time poly(n) and space O(log n).
The Leftover Hash Lemma, first stated by Impagliazzo, Levin, and Luby [ILL89], will be
crucial for us.
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Lemma 14 (Leftover Hash Lemma). Let X ∈ {0, 1}n be a random variable with min-entropy
at least k. Let Hn,m = {hw : w ∈ {0, 1}n+m } be a family of pairwise independent hash functions
from n
√ bits to m bits. Then the statistical distance between the following two distributions is at
most 2m−k :
• sample w ← {0, 1}n+m , x ← X, and output (w, hw (x));
• sample w ← {0, 1}n+m , v ← {0, 1}m , and output (w, v).

3

Average-Case Algorithms for Variants of Kolmogorov Complexity

In this section, we give polynomial-time algorithms for that solving various versions of Kolmogorov complexity on average, under some assumptions (such as the non-existence of one-way
functions).

3.1
3.1.1

Algorithms for GapK
An Unconditional Exponential-Time Algorithm

While GapK is uncomputable in the worst-case, things are different in the average-case setting
with two-sided error. For example, if one wants to compute GapK[n − ∆, n] on the uniform
distribution, there is a very simple algorithm: just always output NO. This algorithm errs with
probability at most 2−∆+1 since the number of strings with K-complexity at most n − ∆ is at
most 2n−∆+1 by Fact 11.
A natural question is whether one can give an average-case algorithm for computing GapK
on any polynomial-time samplable distribution. It turns out that (if ∆ is large enough) one can
give an average-case algorithm that runs in exponential-time unconditionally.
Recall that throughout this paper s, ∆ : N → N denote polynomial-time computable functions.
Theorem 15. Let D = {Dn } be a samplable distribution and ∆ = ω(log n). Then there is a
deterministic algorithm A running in time 2poly(n) that solves GapK[s − ∆, s] on D with error
at most 2−∆/3 .
We actually prove a stronger version of Theorem 15 that will be useful later. Recall py
denotes the probability that y is sampled from Dn , where y ∈ {0, 1}n .
Theorem 16. Let D = {Dn } be a samplable distribution and ∆ = ω(log n). Let O be an oracle,
c ≥ 1 be an arbitrary constant, and 0 <  < 1 be such that
Pr [py /c < O(y) ≤ py ] ≥ 1 − 

y←Dn

for all n in some set N ⊆ N.
Then given oracle access to O, one can solve GapK[s − ∆, s] on D in deterministic12 polynomial time with error at most  + 2−∆/3 for all n ∈ N .
Assuming Theorem 16, we can prove Theorem 15.
Proof of Theorem 15. For any samplable distribution D, there is an exponential time algorithm
computing py exactly (in the worst-case) given y ∈ {0, 1}n : we simply compute
X

1Samp(1n ,r)=y

r∈{0,1}m

where m = poly(n). Therefore, Theorem 15 follows from Theorem 16 with c = 1 and  = 0.
12

If O is randomized, then the algorithm will be randomized.
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We now prove Theorem 16.
Proof of Theorem 16. The algorithm A is very simple. Given y ∈ {0, 1}n , A outputs YES if
O(y) is large, in particular greater than
α = 2−s+∆/2 ,
and outputs NO otherwise. This completes our description of the algorithm A.
Clearly this algorithm runs in polynomial time (with oracle access to O), so we just need
to argue for correctness when n is sufficiently large. The key to proving the correctness of this
algorithm are the following two claims. The first claim says (informally) that low complexity y
rarely have py < cα.
Claim 17. If n is sufficiently large, then
Pr [K(y) ≤ s − ∆ and py < cα] ≤ 2−∆/3 .

y←Dn

The second claim says (informally) that high complexity strings y always have py ≤ α.
Claim 18. If n is sufficiently large, then
Pr [K(y) ≥ s and py ≥ α] = 0.

y←Dn

Combining Claim 17 and Claim 18 and union bounding over the  error probability of O,
we get that for all sufficiently large n ∈ N that
Pr [A(y) errs in computing GapK[s − ∆, s]] ≤  + 2−∆/3

y←Dn

which proves the theorem. It remains to prove the two claims, which we do below.
Proof of Claim 17. By Fact 11, the number of strings with K-complexity at most s − ∆ is at
most 2s−∆+1 . On the other hand, the probability that y is output by Dn is py , by definition.
Thus, by a union bound, we get
Pr [K(y) ≤ s − ∆ and py < α · c] ≤ 2s−∆+1 · α · c ≤ 2c · 2−∆/2 ≤ 2−∆/3

y←Dn

when n is sufficiently large since c = O(1) and ∆ = ω(log n).



Proof of Claim 18. Observe that the set of strings H = {y ∈ {0, 1}n : py ≥ α} has size at
most 1/α + 1, since the py quantities are non-negative and together sum to one. Thus, we can
describe any element y of H by specifying the code for Samp, n, α and the index of y in H.
Therefore, we get that the Kolmogorov complexity of any element of H is at most
O(log n) + log(1/α) + O(1) ≤ O(log n) + s − ∆/2 + O(1) ≤ s − ω(log n).
Thus, if n is sufficiently large, no string with K-complexity at least s can be an element of H,
as desired.
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3.1.2

A Conditional Polynomial-Time Algorithm

Theorem 15 gives an exponential-time algorithm for solving GapK on average. In this subsection,
we show that if one-way functions do not exist, then one can get a randomized polynomial-time
algorithm for solving GapK on average infinitely often.
We begin by showing that py can be efficiently approximated on average (infinitely often) if
one-way functions do not exist.
Theorem 19 ([IL90,IL89]). Assume no one-way functions exist. Let D = {Dn } be a samplable
distribution and let q ≥ 1 be an arbitrary constant. Then there exists a randomized polynomialtime algorithm A such that for infinitely many n,
Pr [Ω(py ) ≤ A(y) ≤ py ] ≥ 1 − O(1/nq ).

y←Dn

Proof. Let Samp be the sampling algorithm for D. Let m = poly(n) be the number of random
bits the sampler Samp uses to sample from Dn . Let Hm,k = {hw : w ∈ {0, 1}m+k } denote
the family of efficient pairwise independent hash functions mapping m-bits to k-bits given by
Theorem 13.
Consider the polynomial-time computable function f that given an input (n, k, w, r), where
k ∈ [m], w ∈ {0, 1}m+k , and r ∈ {0, 1}m , acts as follows. Set y = Samp(1n , r). Select the hash
function hw from Hm,k and compute hw (r). Finally, output (n, y, k, w, hw (r)).
Now, since one-way functions do not exist (and therefore weak one-way functions do not
exist), there exists a randomized polynomial-time algorithm I such that for all n in an infinite
set N we have
Pr
[f (I(z)) = z] ≥ 1 − 1/(mnq ).
k←[m],
w←{0,1}m+k ,
r←{0,1}m ,
z=f (n,k,w,r)

We will use I to estimate py by seeing “how often there is an r that Samp maps to y in
some random hash bucket.” In more detail, we define a {0, 1}-valued random variable E(k, y)
for each k ∈ [m] and y ∈ {0, 1}n as follows (E stands for “experiment”). E(k, y) is the indicator
random variable for the event that I succeeds at finding a pre-image for (n, y, k, w, v) when
v ← {0, 1}k and w ← {0, 1}m+k .
Our randomized polynomial-time algorithm A works as follows. Given y, the algorithm
0
repeats the experiment E(k, y) m2 times independently for each k ∈ [m]. It then outputs 2k −m
where k 0 is the smallest value of k such that the experiment succeeded (i.e. output 1) for at
most half of the repetitions.
It is easy to see that this algorithm runs in randomized polynomial-time. We now argue for
correctness. Let n ∈ N . We will show that the expectation of E(k, y) is small (at most 1/4)
when 2k−m ≥ 4py and usually (with probability 1 − O(1/nq ) over y ← Dn ) large (at least 3/4)
when 2k−m ≤ py /64. The correctness of A will then follow from a Chernoff bound.13
First, we show that the expectation of E(k, y) is small if py is small relative to k. Fix y and
k. The total number of r ∈ {0, 1}m that map to y under Samp is exactly py 2m (by definition
of py ). Therefore, for any fixed w, the total number of v ∈ {0, 1}k for which there exists an
r ∈ {0, 1}m such that y = Samp(1n , r) and hw (r) = v is at most py 2m . Thus, E(k, y) can
succeed with probability at most py 2m−k . So if py ≤ 2k−m /4, then the expectation of E(k, y) is
at most 1/4.
Next, we show that the expectation of E(k, y) is usually large if py is large relative to k.
Fix some k ∈ [m], and fix some y ∈ {0, 1}n . Let Ry be the set of r such that Samp(1n , r) = y.
Again note that by definition of py we have |Ry | = py 2m . The leftover hash lemma
p (Lemma 14)
implies that the following two distributions have statistical distance at most 2k−m /py
13

To get the guarantee stated in the theorem that Ω(py ) ≤ A(y) ≤ py , one needs to multiply the output of A
by an appropriate constant.
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• sample w ← {0, 1}m+k and v ← {0, 1}k and output (n, y, k, w, v), and
• sample w ← {0, 1}m+k , r ← Ry , and v ← {0, 1}k and output (n, y, k, w, hw (r)).
Thus, we have that
Pr[E(k, y) = 0] ≤

q
2k−m /py +

Pr

r←Ry ,w←{0,1}m+k

[I(n, y, k, w, hw (r)) fails to invert]

We now show that this quantity is small for most y. Say that y is good if for all k ∈ [m]
Pr

r←Ry ,w←{0,1}m+k

[I(n, y, k, w, hw (r)) fails to invert] ≤ 1/8.

If y is good, then for all k satisfying 2k−m ≥ py /64, we have that
q
[I(n, y, k, w, hw (r)) fails to invert ]
Pr[E(k, y) = 0] ≤ 2k−m /py +
Pr
r←Ry ,w←{0,1}m+k

≤ 1/8 + 1/8
= 1/4,
so the expectation of E(k, y) is at least 3/4. Finally, because the failure probability of I is at
most 1/(mnq ), by union bounding over all k ∈ [m], we know that a y sampled from Dn is good
with probability 1 − O(1/nq ).
We also note that the same proof shows a stronger consequence if we assume infinitely-often
one-way functions do not exist, and that the proof produces an A that gives an estimate on py
with one-sided error. (This is because the upper bound of py 2m−k on the expectation E(k, y)
holds for all y.) These modifications will be useful later in Section 3.2.
Theorem 20. Assume no infinitely-often one-way functions exist. Let D = {Dn } be a samplable
distribution and let q ≥ 1 be an arbitrary constant. Then there exists a randomized polynomialtime algorithm A such that for all n
Pr [A(y) = Ω(py )] ≥ 1 − O(1/nq ),

y←Dn

and for all y ∈ {0, 1}n
Pr[A(y) ≤ py ] ≥ 1 − O(1/nq ).
Combining Theorem 19 and Theorem 16, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 21. Assume one-way functions do not exist. Let D be a samplable distribution,
∆ = ω(log n), and q ≥ 1 be an arbitrary constant. Then there is a randomized polynomial-time
algorithm A that infinitely-often solves GapK[s − ∆, s] on D with error at most O(n−q ).
3.1.3

Algorithms for Logspace-Samplable Distributions

Recall that [AIK06] showed that the existence of one-way functions computable in NC0 is
equivalent to the existence of one-way functions computable in logspace. To characterize NC0 computable one-way functions, we prove the following variant of Theorem 19:
Theorem 22. Assume that no NC0 -computable one-way functions exist. Let D = {Dn } be
a logspace-samplable distribution and let q ≥ 1 be an arbitrary constant. Then there exists a
randomized polynomial-time algorithm A such that for infinitely many n,
Pr [A(y) ≥ Ω(py )] ≥ 1 − O(1/nq )

y←Dn

and for all y ∈ {0, 1}? ,
Pr[A(y) ≤ py ] ≥ 1 − O(1/|y|q ).
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Proof Sketch. The theorem essentially follows from the proof of Theorem 19. Let Samp be the
logspace sampling algorithm for D. Let Hm,k = {hw : w ∈ {0, 1}m+k } denote the family of
efficient pairwise independent hash functions given by Theorem 13. Recall that the candidate
one-way function f (that we will invert) is defined as follows: on input (n, k, w, r), set y =
Samp(1n , r) and output (n, y, k, w, hw (r)). As both Samp and the hash function are computable
in logarithmic space, it follows that f is also computable in logarithmic space. Since logspacecomputable one-way functions imply NC0 -computable one-way functions, which does not exist
by our assumption, we know that f is not one-way. As in the proof of Theorem 19, we can
use the inverter I for f to estimate py . (Note that A(y) ≤ py holds w.h.p. for every string y
regardless of how the inverter I behaves.)
Combining Theorem 22 and Theorem 16, we obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 23. Assume that no NC0 -computable one-way functions exist. Let D be a logspacesamplable distribution, q ≥ 1 be an arbitrary constant, and ∆ = ω(log n). Then there is a
randomized polynomial-time algorithm that infinitely-often solves GapK[s − ∆, s] over D with
error at most O(n−q ).

3.2

An Algorithm for GapKt

When moving from GapK to GapKt the main thing that breaks is Claim 18, which shows that
high complexity strings must have low values of py . Unfortunately, we do not know how to get
around this unconditionally. Luckily, assuming infinitely-often14 one-way functions do not exist
and a derandomization assumption, we can prove an analogous claim.
Various derandomization assumptions suffice for our purpose but we will use [IW97] which
shows that if E 6⊆ ioSIZE[2.01n ], then there are complexity-theoretic pseudorandom generators
secure against P/Poly with seed length O(log n) computable in time poly(n). More precisely,
if E 6⊆ ioSIZE[2.01n ], then for every polynomial p and every constant 0 <  < 1, there exists a
multi-set Gn,p, ⊆ {0, 1}n such that
• Gn,p, has poly(n) elements,
• the i’th element of Gn,p, is computable in deterministic time poly(n), and
• if C is a circuit that takes n-inputs and has size at most p(n), then
Pr

r←{0,1}n

[C(r) = 1] −

Pr

r←Gn,p,

[C(r) = 1] ≤ .

Lemma 24. Assume infinitely-often one-way functions do not exist and that E 6⊆ ioSIZE[2.01n ].
Let D = {Dn } be a samplable distribution, q ≥ 1, and ∆ = ω(log n). Let α = 2−s+∆/2 . Then
for every large enough polynomial τ and for all n,
Pr [Kτ (y) ≥ s and py ≥ α] ≤ O(n−q ).

y←Dn

Proof. At a high level, the idea is this: suppose y is a high complexity string and py is large. To
achieve a contradiction, we want to come up with a small, efficient description of y. We will do
this by specifying a small hash v of y such that this hash is unique among the (not too many)
strings z such that pz is large. We will then use the non-existence of one-way functions (in two
different ways) to show that given v, one can recover y (on average). The full details are below.
14
At a high level, the reason why we assume that infinitely often one-way functions do not exist (instead of just
the non-existence of one-way functions) is that we use the ability to invert candidate one-way functions twice, in
a recursive manner. As a result, we need to be careful to make sure the input lengths where the two inverters
succeed match.
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Let k be the ceiling of s − ∆/3. We can assume that k ≤ n (since otherwise s = n + ω(log n)
and the statement is trivial). Let Hn,k = {hw : w ∈ {0, 1}n+k } be the family of explicit pairwise
independent hash functions mapping n bits to k bits given by Theorem 13. Let m = poly(n)
be the number of random bits used by Samp to sample from Dn . Since infinitely often one-way
functions do not exist, Theorem 20 implies there is a randomized polynomial time algorithm
A which computes a c-factor approximation of py with error at most O(n−2q ) over D. We
can assume that A is deterministic using our derandomization assumption. Again using our
derandomization assumption, let HitSet = Gn+k,p, ⊆ {0, 1}n+k where p is some fixed sufficiently
large polynomial and  = 1/3. Let τ be some sufficiently large polynomial.
Consider the polynomial-time computable function f that given n ∈ N, r ∈ {0, 1}m , and
w ∈ {0, 1}n+k works as follows. Let y = Samp(1n , r). If A(y) < α/c, then f outputs ⊥.
Otherwise, f outputs (n, w, hw (y)) where hw ∈ Hn,k . This completes the description of f .
Since infinitely-often one-way functions do not exist, there exists a deterministic15 polynomial time algorithm I such that for all n
[A(y) < α/c or hw (I(n, w, hw (y))) = hw (y)] ≥ 1 − 1/n4q .

Pr

r←{0,1}m ,w←{0,1}n+k ,y=Samp(1n ,r)

Now fix some sufficiently large n and let Bad be the set of all y ∈ {0, 1}n satisfying Kτ (y) ≥
s and py ≥ α. For contradiction, assume that
Pr [y ∈ Bad] > n−q .

y←Dn

We make the following claim.
Claim 25. If n is sufficiently large, there exists a y ∈ Bad, a w ∈ HitSet, and a v ∈ {0, 1}k
such that I(n, w, v) outputs y.
If Claim 25 is true, then this yields an efficient description of y. In particular, if τ is a
sufficiently large polynomial
Kτ (y) ≤ log n + log |HitSet| + k + O(1) ≤ k + O(log(n + k)) ≤ s − ω(log n),
which contradicts the s lower bound on the Kτ complexity of y when n is sufficiently large. This
proves the theorem (assuming Claim 25).
It remains to prove Claim 25.
Proof of Claim 25. We say that w ∈ {0, 1}n+k is nice if
Pr [I(n, w, hw (y)) 6= y | A(y) ≥ α/c] ≤ 4n−2q .

y←Dn

We also say w is almost nice if the RHS is replaced by 5n−2q , that is
Pr [I(n, w, hw (y)) 6= y | A(y) ≥ α/c] ≤ 5n−2q .

y←Dn

We note that the event being conditioned on above occurs somewhat often, that is
Pr [A(y) ≥ α/c] ≥ Pr [y ∈ Bad] − O(n−2q ) = Ω(n−q ),

y←Dn

y←Dn

using the fact that A gives a c-approximation of py with error probability O(n−2q ).
We make another claim.
15

We can assume this algorithm is deterministic because of our derandomization assumption and the fact we
can efficiently check whether the output of the inverter is indeed a pre-image of f .
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Claim 26. Assume n is sufficiently large. If w ← {0, 1}n+k , then w is nice with probability at
least 1/2.
Assuming Claim 26 is true, there must exist an element w of HitSet that is almost nice.
This is because given w, one can estimate Pry←Dn [I(n, w, hw (y)) 6= y | A(y) ≥ α/c] up to
an arbitrarily small constant factor in polynomial time by sampling from Dn repeatedly and
outputting the empirical frequency of the event that I(n, w, hw (y)) 6= y when A(y) ≥ α/c.
(Recall the event that A(y) ≥ α/c occurs with probability at least Ω(n−q ), so a polynomial
number of samples suffice.) Using our derandomization assumption, there is a deterministic
polynomial-time algorithm that accepts at least 1/2 fraction of w’s (namely, the nice ones) and
rejects every w that is not almost nice. Since p is a sufficiently large polynomial, the security
of the pseudorandom generator HitSet = Gn+k,p,1/3 implies the existence of an almost nice
w ∈ HitSet.
Now fix an almost nice w ∈ HitSet. Since every element y ∈ Bad satisfies that py ≥ α (by
construction) and since A has failure probability O(n−2q ), we know that
Pr [y ∈ Bad | A(y) ≥ α/c] ≥ Pr [y ∈ Bad and A(y) ≥ α/c]

y←Dn

y←Dn

≥ Pr [y ∈ Bad] − O(n−2q )
y←Dn
−q

≥ Ω(n

)

Combining this bound on Pry←Dn [y ∈ Bad | A(y) ≥ α/c] with the fact that w is almost nice,
we get via a union bound that
Pr [y 6∈ Bad or I(n, w, hw (y)) 6= y | A(y) ≥ α/c] ≤ 1 − Ω(n−q ) + O(n−2q ),

y←Dn

which is less than 1 when n is sufficiently large. Therefore, there must exist a y ∈ Bad such
that I(n, w, hw (y)) = y when n is sufficiently large.

Finally, we prove Claim 26.
Proof of Claim 26. When n is sufficiently large we have that
Pr

y←Dn ,w←{0,1}n+k

≤ O(n−3q ) +

Pr

y←Dn

≤n

−2q

[I(n, w, hw (y)) 6= y | A(y) ≥ α/c]
,w←{0,1}n+k

[∃y 0 ∈ {0, 1}n \ {y} with A(y 0 ) ≥ α/c and hw (y) = hw (y 0 ) | A(y) ≥ α/c]

+ (c/α + 1)2−k

≤ n−2q + 2s−∆/2+O(1) 2∆/3−s−1
≤ 2n−2q ,
where the first inequality comes from the n−4q bound on the failure probability of I and the fact
that Pry←Dn [A(y) ≥ α/c] = Ω(n−q ), the second inequality comes from two-wise independence
and the fact that the number of y with A(y) ≥ α is at most16 the number of y with py ≥ α
which is at most 1/α + 1.
Therefore, by Markov’s inequality, for all least half of the w ∈ {0, 1}n+k we have that
Pr [I(n, w, hw (y)) 6= y | A(y) ≥ α/c] ≤ 4n−2q ,

y←Dn



and so w is nice.

16

This uses that A has one-sided error and never overestimates py .
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The analog of Claim 17 also holds for GapKt .
Proposition 27. Let τ be any polynomial, let c ≥ 1 be an arbitrary constant, and let ∆ =
ω(log n). Let α = 2−s+∆/2 . Then when n is sufficiently large
Pr [Kτ (y) ≤ s − ∆ and py < cα] ≤ 2−∆/3 .

y←Dn

Proof. The proof is similar to Claim 17. Union bound over the 2s−∆ low complexity strings
that each show up with probability cα. This gives a bound of
cα2s−∆ = c2−∆/2 = o(2−∆/3 ).
Combining Proposition 27, Lemma 24, and Theorem 20, we get the following theorem.
Theorem 28. Assume infinitely-often one-way functions do not exist and E 6⊆ ioSIZE[2.01n ].
Let D be a samplable distribution, let q ≥ 1 be an arbitrary constant, and let ∆ = ω(log n).
Then there exists a polynomial τ and randomized polynomial-time algorithm A such that A
solves GapKτ [s − ∆, s] on D with error probability at most O(n−q ).

3.3

An Algorithm for MCSP

When moving from GapK to MCSP, again the part of the proof that breaks is Claim 18, showing
that high complexity strings must have low values of py . We show that the analogous claim
holds for locally samplable distributions (with certain parameters).
Throughout this section, let 0 < δ < 1, and let LSamp be the local sampling algorithm for
a (nδ )-locally samplable distribution D = {Dn }. Assume LSamp takes as input a random seed
of length m = poly(n) to sample from Dn .
Before we prove the analogous claim, we prove a useful lemma. Recall our notation that if
ρ ∈ {0, 1, ∗}m , then z ← ρ denotes sampling z uniformly at random from the set of strings in
{0, 1}m that agree ρ.
Lemma 29. Let ρ ∈ {0, 1, ∗}m be a string with at most d Boolean values. If y ∈ {0, 1}n requires
circuits of size at least dn3δ and n is sufficiently large, then there exists an i ∈ [n] such that
Pr [LSamp(1n , i, r̃) 6= y(i)] ≥ 1/3.

r̃←ρ

Proof. For contradiction, assume that for all i ∈ [n] that
Pr [LSamp(1n , i, r̃) = y(i)] ≥ 2/3.

r̃←ρ

We will use this to construct a small circuit C for y and get a contradiction.
To begin, we construct a small randomized circuit C 0 for computing y. C 0 will take as input
an index i ∈ [n], will use nδ bits of randomness, and will have size O(dn2δ ).
The circuit C 0 on input i will work as follows. It will simulate running the local sampling
algorithm LSamp on inputs 1n , i, and randomness r̃, where r̃ is constructed “on the fly” via the
following method (recall, LSamp is a local sampling algorithm that makes nδ oracle queries to
r̃). Whenever LSamp makes an oracle query to the j’th bit of r̃, respond as follows. If LSamp
has previously queried the j’th bit of r̃, then give the same answer as before. Otherwise, if
ρ(j) ∈ {0, 1}, then answer with ρ(j); if ρ(j) = ?, answer with a (fresh) uniformly random bit.
This completes our description of C 0 .
Observe that for all i ∈ [n]
Pr[C 0 (i) = y(i)] = Pr [LSamp(1n , i, r̃) = y(i)] ≥ 2/3,
r̃←ρ
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so the randomized circuit C 0 computes y. This is because our method for answering oracle
queries to r̃ is equivalent to picking a uniformly random r̃ that agrees with ρ and answering
according to that.
Now we bound the size of C 0 . One can convert the oracle algorithm LSamp running in time
nδ into an oracle circuit D of size O(nδ poly log n). To build C 0 from D, one just needs to
replace each of the at most nδ oracle gates in D with a circuit that can query a bit of the r̃
we are building “on the fly.” Checking if an index of r̃ was previously queried and repeating
that answer if so can be done with O(nδ log n) gates, checking if ρ is defined on an index and
responding with that value if so can be done with O(d · poly log n) gates (since ρ has a Boolean
value on d indices), and answering with a fresh random bit can be done with O(1) gates. Thus,
each oracle gate can be replaced with a circuit of size at most O(dnδ poly log n). Thus C 0 has
size at most O(dn2δ poly log n).
Finally, we can convert the randomized circuit C 0 computing y into a deterministic circuit
C computing y of size O(dn2δ poly log n) by using Adleman’s construction (Theorem 9). Note
that the input i ∈ [n] to the circuit C 0 has length O(log n) as a bit string, which is why the
blowup is only a multiplicative poly log n.
We can now show that high complexity strings have small values of py .
Lemma 30. Let y ∈ {0, 1}n and s = CC(y). Then if n is sufficiently large
3δ

py ≤ (2/3)s/n .
Proof. We will show that the set of all r such that LSamp(1n , r) = y is small. We will do this
by constructing a sequence of sets Restk that will contain m-bit restrictions (i.e. elements of
{0, 1, ∗}m ) and will satisfy the following two properties for all k:
1. If r ∈ {0, 1}m and LSamp(1n , r) = y, then r agrees with exactly one element of Restk .
2. The number of 0/1-values in ρ is at most k · nδ for every ρ ∈ Restk .
We set Rest0 to just contain the empty restriction, that is,
Rest0 = {∗m }.
Observe that Rest0 satisfies properties (1) and (2).
We will construct the remaining Restk inductively. To do this, we will need to introduce
some notation. Given a restriction ρ ∈ {0, 1, ∗}m , let i(ρ) denote the (lexicographically first)
value of i ∈ [n] that minimizes the quantity
pi (ρ) = Pr [LSamp(1n , i, r̃) = y(i)].
r̃←ρ

Let p(ρ) denote pi(ρ) (ρ).
Given a r̃ ∈ {0, 1}m and an i ∈ [n], we say the query sequence of i for r̃ is the sequence
(j1 , v1 ), . . . , (jt , vt ) ∈ [m] × {0, 1} of oracle queries and responses that LSamp makes and receives
on input (1n , i, r̃). That is, LSamp first queries the j1 -th bit of r̃, obtains that r̃j1 = v1 , then
queries the j2 -th bit of r̃ and obtains v2 , and so on. Note that t ≤ nδ since LSamp runs in time
nδ .
Given a restriction ρ ∈ {0, 1, ?}m , we say a consistent query sequence of i for ρ is a query
δ
sequence of i for some r̃ that agrees with ρ. Note that there are only 2n consistent query
sequences of i for ρ since LSamp makes at most nδ queries and each query has at most two
possible outcomes.
If S is a consistent query sequence for i and ρ, then S and ρ determine a refinement ρ0 [ρ, S]
of ρ as follows. Set ρ0 [ρ, S] = ρ and then further set ρ0 [ρ, S](jk ) = vk for all k ∈ [t], where
S = ((j1 , v1 ), . . . , (jt , vt )).
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Next, we define N ext(ρ). Given a restriction ρ, let N ext(ρ) be the set of all ρ0 [ρ, S] where
S is a consistent query sequence of i(ρ) for ρ.
S
We can now finish our inductive construction. We set Restk+1 = ρ∈Restk N ext(ρ). Observe
that Restk+1 will satisfy properties (1) and (2) assuming that Restk does.
Now, we will bound the number of strings that agree with an element of Restnδ . First,
observe that the total number of strings that agree with an element of N ext(ρ) is at most p(ρ)
times the number of strings that agree with ρ. (This is essentially by definition.)
Next, assume n is sufficiently large so that we can use Lemma 29. Then if ρ ∈ Restk and
k ≤ s/n3δ , then combining (2) and Lemma 29, we get that p(ρ) ≤ 2/3, and thus that the number
of strings that agree with an element of N ext(ρ) is at most 2/3rds the number of strings that
agree with ρ.
Thus, using (1) we get that the number of strings that agree with an element of Restk+1
is at most 2/3rds the number of strings that agree with an element of Restk . Applying this
repeatedly, we get that the fraction of m-bit strings that agree with Restnδ is at most
3δ

(2/3)s/n .
On the other hand, a union bound shows that low complexity strings rarely have small py
values.
Proposition 31. Let c ≥ 1 be an arbitrary constant and s = Ω(n5δ ). Then
3δ

Pr [CC(y) ≤ s/n4δ and py < (2/3)s/n ] = negl(n).

y←Dn

3.5δ

Proof. The number of strings with circuit complexity at most s/n4δ is at most O(2s/n
a union bound, we have that
Pr [CC(y) ≤ s − ∆ and py < α · c] ≤ O(2s/n

y←Dn

3.5δ

). By

3δ

(2/3)s/n ) = negl(n).

Putting it all together, we get an average-case algorithm for approximating GapMCSP if
one-way functions do not exist.
Theorem 32. Assume one-way functions do not exist. Let 0 < δ < 1 and q ≥ 1. Let D be a
(nδ )-locally samplable distribution. Let s = Ω(nδ ). Then there exists a randomized polynomialtime algorithm A that infinitely-often solves GapMCSP[s, sn5δ ] on D with error O(n−q ).
Proof. Combine Proposition 31, Lemma 30, and Theorem 19.
3.3.1

An Algorithm for GapKT

In this subsection, we prove analogous results on one-way functions computable in NC0 . Here, we
consider the KT complexity instead of the circuit complexity. Also, instead of (nδ )-locally samplable distributions, here we consider O(1)-locally samplable distributions (i.e. those samplable
in NC0 ) that are closely related to the existence of one-way functions in NC0 . In particular, we
consider t-locally samplable distributions in this section for some fixed constant t.
It is without loss of generality to assume that the sampler is non-adaptive, since any adaptive
algorithm with query complexity t = O(1) can be simulated by a non-adaptive algorithm with
query complexity 2t = O(1).
We first prove an analog of Lemma 29.
Lemma 33. Let C be a large enough absolute constant. Let ρ ∈ {0, 1, ∗}m be a string with
at most d Boolean values. If n is sufficiently large, y ∈ {0, 1}n satisfies that KT(y) > C(d +
2t ) log m, then there exists an i ∈ [n] such that
Pr [LSamp(1n , i, r̃) 6= y(i)] ≥ 1/2.

r̃←ρ
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Proof Sketch. Suppose not. Then we have the following upper bound for KT(y).
First, we use perfect hashing [FKS82] to preprocess ρ into a dictionary Dictρ of bit-length
O(d log m) such that, given an index i ∈ [m], we can query ρi in O(log m) time. Now, given
an index i, we know that yi is the majority of LSamp(1n , i, r̃) over all r̃ consistent with ρ.
Since LSamp is a t-local sampler, LSamp(1n , i, r̃) only queries t bits of r̃, and we can compute
this majority value in O(2t · log m) time. It follows that KT(y) ≤ |Dictρ | + O(2t · log m) ≤
O((d + 2t ) log m).
Now we prove an analog of Lemma 30.
Theorem 34. Let y ∈ {0, 1}n and s = KT(y). For some constant  > 0 (that depends on t), if
n is sufficiently large, then
py ≤ 2−s/ log m .
Proof Sketch. We follow the proof of Lemma 30. In particular, we consider the same construction of Restk for 0 ≤ k ≤ k0 where k0 = s/ log m. Note that every restriction in Restk has
at most k · t 0/1 elements, and C(k · t + 2t ) log m ≤ s. By Lemma 33, for every k ≤ k0 , the
number of random strings r ∈ {0, 1}m that agrees with some element in Restk is at most half
of the number of r ∈ {0, 1}m that agrees with some element in Restk−1 . It follows that there
are at most 2m−k0 random strings r ∈ {0, 1}m that agrees with some element in Restk0 . Since
only such random strings r may satisfy that LSamp(1n , r) = y, we have
py ≤ 2−k0 = 2−s/ log m .
Theorem 35. Suppose that there are no one-way functions computable in NC0 . Let q ≥ 1
be a constant, D be a t-locally samplable distribution, and s(n) = ω(log2 n) be an efficiently
computable function. Then there exists a randomized PPT algorithm that infinitely-often solves
GapKT[o(s/ log n), s] on D with error O(1/nq ).
Proof. Let D be a t-locally samplable distribution. By Theorem 22, there exists a randomized
polynomial-time algorithm A and an infinite set of “good” input lengths N ⊆ N such that for
every n ∈ N ,
Pr [A(y) ≥ Ω(py )] ≥ 1 − O(1/nq ),
y←Dn

and for all y ∈

{0, 1}n ,
Pr[A(y) ≤ py ] ≥ 1 − O(1/nq ).

Let α = 2−s(n)/ log m . On input y, we output YES if A(y) ≥ α, and output NO otherwise.
Fix a “good” input length n ∈ N . For every y ∈ {0, 1}n such that KT(y) ≥ s(n), w.p. 1−O(1/nq )
we have A(y) ≤ py ≤ α. On the other hand, the probability over a random input y ← Dn that
KT(y) ≤ o(s/ log n) and our algorithm errs on y is at most
O(α) · 2o(s/ log n) ≤ negl(n).
It follows that the error probability of our algorithm is at most O(1/nq ) over D.

4

New Characterizations of One-Way Functions

In this section, we characterize the existence of one-way functions by the average-case hardness of
Kolmogorov complexity and their variants. It turns out that our characterizations are extremely
robust: under samplable distributions, mildly average-case hardness (i.e. 1−1/poly(n)) of GapK
√ √
with very small gap (e.g. GapK[ n, n + log2 n]) is equivalent to strong average-case hardness
(i.e. 1/2 + negl(n)) of GapK with very large gap (e.g. GapK[n0.01 , n − log2 n]), and they are all
equivalent to the existence of one-way functions.
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Section 3 already presents average-case algorithms for GapK under the assumption that
one-way functions do not exist. Therefore, to complete the equivalence, we need to construct hard samplable distributions for GapK from the existence of one-way functions. This
is done in Section 4.1 using the known constructions of PRGs and PRFs from one-way functions [HILL99, GGM86, HRV13]. Then in Section 4.2, we present our new characterizations of
one-way functions.

4.1

Hardness of Kolmogorov Complexity from One-Way Functions

We begin by showing that computing GapK and GapKτ are hard on average if one-way functions
exist.
Theorem 36. Assume one-way functions exist. Let 0 <  < 1. Then there exists a samplable
distribution D such that no PPT algorithm infinitely-often solves any of the following problems
with probability greater than 1/2 + negl(n)17 :
• GapK[n , n − ω(log n)]
• GapKτ [n , n − ω(log n)] for every large enough polynomial τ .
Proof. Suppose one-way functions exist, then pseudorandom generators also exist [HILL99].
Also, we may assume that the stretch of the PRG is an arbitrarily large polynomial (see
e.g. [Gol01, Theorem 3.3.4]).
Let ` = n/2 , G : {0, 1}` → {0, 1}n be a secure PRG. Let Un be the uniform distribution
over {0, 1}n , and G(U` ) be the output of G on a uniformly random seed. Let
1
D = (Un + G(U` )),
2
i.e. to sample from D, w.p. 1/2 we sample from Un and w.p. 1/2 we sample from G(U` ).
Suppose there is an algorithm A that infinitely-often solves GapK[n , n − ω(log n)] over D
w.p. ≥ 1/2+1/p(n), where p is a polynomial. Note that for every large enough n and every seed
s ∈ {0, 1}` , we have K(G(s)) ≤ ` + O(1) ≤ n . On the other hand, w.p. ≤ negl(n), a random
string of length n has Kolmogorov complexity at most n − ω(log n). Therefore the correctness
of A implies


1
Pr [A(G(s)) = 1] + (1 − Pr [A(x) = 1]) + negl(n) ≥ 1/2 + 1/p(n).
x←Un
2 s←U`
That is,
Pr [A(G(s)) = 1] − Pr [A(x) = 1] ≥ 1/q(n),

s←U`

x←Un

for some polynomial q. This contradicts the security of G. Therefore, no PPT algorithm
infinitely-often solves GapK[n , n − ω(log n)] over D with probability greater than 1/2 + negl(n).
Let τ be any large enough polynomial. Note that:
• For every large enough n and every seed s ∈ {0, 1}` , we also have Kτ (G(s)) ≤ `+O(1) ≤ n .
• W.p. ≤ negl(n), a random string of length n has Kτ complexity at most n − ω(log n).
Thus the above argument also shows that GapKτ [n , n − ω(log n)] is average-case hard on D.
Next, we show that GapMCSP is hard on average if one-way functions exist.
17

Here, “with probability greater than 1/2 + negl(n)” means “with probability greater than 1/2 + 1/p(n) for
some polynomial p”.
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Theorem 37. Assume one-way functions exist. For every constant 0 < δ < 1, there is
an (nδ )-locally samplable distribution D such that no PPT algorithm infinitely-often solves
GapMCSP[nδ , o( logn n )] with probability greater than 1/2 + negl(n).
Proof. Suppose one-way functions exist, then pseudorandom function generators (PRFs) also
exist [GGM86, HILL99].
More precisely, let f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n be a one-way function, and k = (C/δ) log n where
C is a large enough absolute constant. Let N = 2k , then we can construct a PRF F : {0, 1}n →
{0, 1}N according to [GGM86, HILL99] that satisfies the following properties:
1. For every x ∈ {0, 1}n , the circuit complexity of F (x) (viewed as a truth table) is at most
nC ≤ N δ .
2. Any PPT algorithm A could distinguish F (Un ) from UN with advantage at most negl(n).
Consider the distribution

1
D = (UN + F (Un )).
2

First, it is easy to see that D is (N δ )-local: it is O(1)-local to sample from UN , and it is
n-local to sample from F (Un ). Since n ≤ N δ , it is (N δ )-local to sample from D.
Any output from F (Un ) is a YES instance of GapMCSP[N δ , o( logNN )]. On the other hand, a
random truth table of length N is a NO instance of GapMCSP[N δ , o( logNN )] w.p. ≥ 1 − negl(N ).
It follows that no PPT algorithm solves GapMCSP[N δ , o( logNN )] over D with probability greater
than 1/2 + negl(N ).
We also can show hardness under the assumption that there are one-way functions computable in NC0 .
Theorem 38. Assume there exist one-way functions in NC0 . Then there exists an O(1)-locally
samplable distribution D such that no PPT algorithm infinitely-often solves any of the following
problems with probability greater than 1/2 + negl(n):
• GapK[n − n0.99 , n − ω(log n)];
• GapKT[n − n0.99 , n − ω(log n)].
Proof. Suppose there is a one-way function in NC0 , then there is also a PRG in NC0 [HRV13].
Moreover, we may assume that the PRG has stretch n0.999 , i.e., it stretches n − n0.999 random
bits into n pseudorandom bits. (See e.g., [AIK06, Remark 6.2].)
Let G be a PRG in NC0 with stretch n0.999 . Consider the distribution
1
D = (Un + G(Un−n0.999 )).
2
Since G is a PRG in NC0 , D is O(1)-locally samplable.
Any output from G(Un−n0.999 ) is a YES instance of GapK[n − n0.99 , n − ω(log n)], since it
can be described by a seed of length n − n0.999 and the code of G which has length O(1). On
the other hand, the probability that a random string of length n has Kolmogorov complexity
≤ n − ω(log n) is ≤ negl(n). It follows that GapK[n − n0.99 , n − ω(log n)] is hard on average
under D.
Since G is a PRG in NC0 , its outputs also have small KT complexity. Therefore the above
hardness result also holds for GapKT[n − n0.99 , n − ω(log n)].
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4.2

Equivalences

We begin by proving an equivalence between the existence of one-way functions and the averagecase hardness of GapK and GapMCSP.
Theorem 39. Let q ≥ 1 and 0 < δ < 1 be constants. Let nΩ(1) ≤ s ≤ n and ω(log n) ≤ ∆ ≤ s/2.
Let n5δ < s0 < n1−6δ . Then the following are equivalent.
1. One-way functions exist.
2. There is a samplable distribution D such that no PPT algorithm infinitely-often solves
GapK[nδ , n − ω(log n)] on D with probability greater than 1/2 + negl(n).
3. There is a samplable distribution D such that no PPT algorithm infinitely-often solves
GapK[s − ∆, s] on D with probability greater than 1 − 1/nq .
4. There is an (nδ )-locally samplable distribution D such that no PPT algorithm infinitelyoften solves GapMCSP[nδ , o( logn n )] on D with probability greater than 1/2 + negl(n).
5. There is an (nδ )-locally samplable distribution D such that no PPT algorithm infinitelyoften solves GapMCSP[s0 , s0 n5δ ] on D with probability greater than 1 − 1/nq .
Proof.
(1)
(3)
(1)
(5)

(2) =⇒
=⇒ (2)
=⇒ (1)
=⇒ (4)
=⇒ (1)

(3) and (4) =⇒ (5) are trivial.
follows from Theorem 36.
follows from Corollary 21.
follows from Theorem 37.
follows from Theorem 32.

We also get an equivalence between the average-case hardness of GapKt and the existence
of infinitely-often one-way functions under a derandomization assumption.
Theorem 40. Assume that E 6⊆ ioSIZE[2.01n ]. Then the following are equivalent:
1. Infinitely-often one-way functions exist.
2. For every constant 0 <  < 1, there is a samplable distribution D such that for every
large enough polynomial τ , no PPT algorithm solves GapKτ [n , n − ω(log n)] on D with
probability greater than 1/2 + negl(n).
3. There are functions s ∈ [nΩ(1) , n], ∆ = ω(log n), a constant q ≥ 1, and a samplable
distribution D, such that for every large enough polynomial τ , no PPT algorithm infinitelyoften solves GapKτ [s − ∆, s] on D with probability greater than 1 − 1/nq .
Proof. (2) =⇒ (3) is trivial.
(1) =⇒ (2) follows from (an infinitely-often version of) Theorem 36.
(3) =⇒ (1) follows from Theorem 28.
We can also characterize the existence of one-way functions in NC0 by the average-case
hardness of GapK over O(1)-locally samplable distributions:
Theorem 41. The following are equivalent:
1. There are one-way functions computable in logspace.
2. There are one-way functions computable in NC0 .
3. There is an NC0 -samplable distribution D such that no PPT algorithm infinitely-often
solves GapK[n − n0.99 , n − ω(log n)] on D with probability greater than 1/2 + negl(n).
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4. There are a constant c > 0, a logspace-samplable distribution D, and efficiently computable
functions s1 (n), s2 (n) < n, such that s2 − s1 = ω(log n), and no PPT algorithm infinitelyoften solves GapK[s1 , s2 ] on D with probability greater than 1 − 1/nc .
Proof.
(2)
(3)
(4)

(1) ⇐⇒
=⇒ (3)
=⇒ (4)
=⇒ (2)

(2) is the main result of [AIK06].
follows from Theorem 38.
is trivial.
follows from Corollary 23.

Finally, we attempt to use the average-case hardness of GapKT to characterize the existence
of one-way functions in NC0 . We could not obtain an equivalence result with current techniques;
we could only show that “one-way functions in NC0 ” is between an “easier” version and a
“harder” version of GapKT. The two versions have different parameters — the “easier” version
is GapKT[o( logn n ), n − ω(log n)] while the “harder” version is GapKT[n − n0.99 , n − ω(log n)].
Theorem 42. The following items hold:
1. Suppose there exist one-way functions in NC0 . Then there exists an O(1)-locally samplable
distribution D such that no PPT algorithm infinitely-often solves GapKT[n − n0.99 , n −
ω(log n)] with probability greater than 1/2 + negl(n).
2. Suppose there exist no one-way functions in NC0 . Then for every constant q ≥ 1 and
every O(1)-locally samplable distribution D, there is a randomized PPT algorithm that
infinitely-often solves GapKT[o( logn n ), n − ω(log n)] with probability ≥ 1 − 1/nq .
Proof. The first item follows from Theorem 38. The second item follows from Theorem 35.

5
5.1

Applications
One-Way Functions from Hardness of SAT and Clique

We will be considering average-case hardness assumptions on k-SAT and Clique. In particular,
we show that if these problems are hard on average under samplable distributions with large
enough entropy, then one-way functions exist.
Definition 43. Given positive integers k and ∆ > 0, k-SAT(n, ∆n) is the set of satisfiable
k-CNF formulas on n variables with ∆n clauses. Given a function t : N → N, t-Clique(n) is the
set of graphs on n vertices that have a clique of size at most t(n).
We need suitable encodings of k-SAT(n, ∆n) and t-Clique(n) such that the problems are
defined on all input lengths. It is important for us that the problems are defined on all input
lengths because one-way functions naturally correspond to almost everywhere hardness.
We choose the following natural encoding for k-SAT: for k-CNF formulas on n variables
and ∆n clauses, let m(n, k, ∆) = ∆n(kdlog(n)e + k). We can represent a k-CNF formula on n
variables and ∆n clauses with m(n, k, ∆) bits by specifying, for each clause, the sequence of k
literals in the clause. A literal can be specified with dlog(n)e + 1 bits by giving the index of a
variable as well as its polarity. For lengths m that are not of the form m(n, k, ∆), we interpret
an input of length m as a padded version of an input of length m0 , where m0 is the largest
m(n, k, ∆) < m. In other words, we ignore the last m − m0 bits of the input.
Similarly we
 choose the following natural encoding for t-Clique: for a graph G on n vertices,
let m(n) = n2 . We interpret a string x of bit-length
 m(n) as a graph Gx on n vertices, where
the i’th bit of x is 1 iff the i’th edge (out of the n2 possible edges, lexicographically ordered)
is present in G. If m is not of the form m(n), then we interpret a string x of length m as a
padded version of an input of length m0 , where m0 is the largest m(n) < m.
We emphasize that the specific choice of these encodings isn’t crucial in our results — as
mentioned before, what is important is that the problem is non-trivial on all input lengths.
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Definition 44. Let Dn be a distribution on n-bit strings. We say that Dn has entropy deficiency
at most ` if the entropy of Dn is at least n − `.
We first need a lemma stating that a string sampled from a high entropy distribution must
have high Kolmogorov complexity with noticeable probability.
Lemma 45. Let Dn be a distribution on n-bit strings with entropy k. With probability at least
1/n over x sampled from Dn , K(x) > k − 3.
Proof. Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that with probability greater than 1 − 1/n over
x sampled from Dn , K(x) ≤ k − 3. Let Low be the set of n-bit strings x with K(x) ≤ k − 3 and
High be the set of n-bit strings with K(x) > k − 3. Consider the random variable S defined to
be “high” if x sampled from Dn is in High and “low” if x sampled from Dn is in Low. Let phigh
be the probability that S is “high” and plow the probability that S is “low”. By the chain rule
for entropy, we have that
H(Dn ) ≤ H(Dn , S) = H(S) + plow H(Dn | S is “low”) + phigh H(Dn | S is “high”).
Since S is defined on a 2-element set, the first term in the RHS is at most 1. Since Low has size
at most 2k−2 , the second term is at most k − 2. Since phigh < 1/n and H(Dn | S is “high”) ≤
H(Dn ) ≤ n, the third term is less than 1. Hence H(Dn ) < k, in contradiction to the assumption
on Dn .
A key ingredient in our proofs is that satisfiable formulas and graphs with large cliques can
be compressed.

Lemma 46. If φ ∈ k-SAT(n, ∆n) is satisfiable, then K(φ) ≤ n+∆n log((2k −1) nk )+O(log(n)).
Proof. Let φ be a satisfiable k-CNF on n variables with ∆n clauses, and let z ∈ {0, 1}n be a
satisfying assignment to φ. We will describe φ using z and the index i of φ in the lexicographic
ordering of all sequences
 of ∆n k-clauses for which each clause is satisfied by z. Note that there
are at most (2k − 1) nk k-clauses satisfied by z - given a choice of k variables, satisfiability of z
excludes one out of the 2k polarities for these
 variables in a clause. Hence the index of φ can
n
k
be described with at most ∆n log((2 − 1) k ) + O(1) bits. To describe φ, we specify n, z, the
k
index
 i and a constant-size program that recovers φ from n, z, i. This takes n + ∆n log((2 −
n
1) k ) + O(log(n)) bits overall.
Lemma 46 gives a saving over the encoding length of arbitrary k-CNFs with ∆n clauses
when ∆  2k . Note that an arbitrary k-CNF with ∆n clauses requires encoding length at least
∆n log(2k nk ).
Lemma 47. Let t : N → N be a function.
If an n-vertex graph G has a clique of size at least

t(n), then K(G) ≤ t log(n) + n2 − 2t + O(log(n)).
Proof. Suppose that G has a clique S of size t(n). We will describe G using the vertices in S
together with all edges such that at least one endpoint of the edge is not in S. The vertices in
S can be
with t log(n) bits. The edges that are not contained in S can be described
 described

n
t
with 2 − 2 bits given knowledge of S, by a bitstring specifying for each pair of vertices (u, v)
in lexicographic order, where at least one of u and v is not in S, whether (u, v) is an edge of
G. Thus G can be described by specifying n, S and edges not in S, together

 with a program
for reconstructing G from these information. This takes t log(n) + n2 − 2t + O(log(n)) bits
overall.
Lemma 47 gives a saving over the encoding length of arbitrary n-vertex graphs when
 t(n) =
ω(log(n)). Note that an arbitrary n-vertex graph requires encoding length at least n2 .
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Theorem 48. Let ∆ ≥ 2k+3 be an integer. Suppose that there is a samplable distribution D
(resp. logspace-samplable distribution D) such that every probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm
solving k-SAT(n, ∆n) on D has error at least 1/2−1/m2 for all but finitely many m (where m is
the bit-length of the encoding of the k-SAT formula), and moreover D has entropy deficiency at
most ∆n/(2k+1 ). Then one-way functions (resp. one-way functions computable in NC0 ) exist.
Proof. We give an average-case reduction implying that k-SAT(n, ∆n) can be solved with error
at most 1/2 − 1/100m on D = {Dm } for infinitely many m if GapK[s − λ, s] can be solved with
error at most 1/m3 on Dm for infinitely many m, for some efficiently computable s = Ω(m), λ =
ω(log(m)). The theorem follows by combining this reduction with Corollary 21 in case D is
samplable, and with Corollary 23 in case D is logspace-samplable.
For a given m, let n
 be the largest integer such that m(n, k, ∆) ≤ m. We choose s(m) =
2n + ∆n log((2k − 1) nk ) and λ(m) = log2 (n). Suppose that GapK[s − λ, s] can be solved with
error at most 1/m3 on Dm for infinitely many m. Let I ⊆ N be the set of such good input
lengths m. By a simple Markov argument, there is a PPT algorithm A such that for every
m ∈ I, with probability at least 1 − 1/m2 on x ← Dm , the following holds:
• If K(x) ≤ s(m) − λ(m) then A(x) outputs 1 with probability ≥ 2/3, and if K(x) ≥ s(m)
then A(x) outputs 0 with probability ≥ 2/3.
If the above item holds for some x ∈ {0, 1}m , then we say x is good. (In particular, every x
such that s(m) − λ(m) < K(x) < s(m) is good.) Then a random sample from Dm is good
w.p. ≥ 1 − 1/m2 .
We use A to define a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm A0 that solves k-SAT(n, ∆n)
on Dm with error ≤ 1/2 − 1/100m for infinitely many m. Given input x, A0 simply simulates
A on x. If A outputs 0, then A0 outputs 0. If A outputs 1, A0 outputs a fixed bit b hardcoded
into the algorithm, which we specify later.
Clearly, A0 is a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm. We need to choose the bit b so
that A0 solves k-SAT(n, ∆n) on Dm with error ≤ 1/2 − 1/100m infinitely often. We say that
A 0-classifies x if K(x) > s(m) − λ(m) and A(x) outputs 0 with probability > 2/3. We choose
b to be 1 if for infinitely many m ∈ I, x ← Dm is the encoding of a satisfiable formula with
probability at least 1/2 conditioned on A not 0-classifying x; and b = 0 otherwise. Let I 0 ⊆ I be
an infinite set of input lengths such that for each m ∈ I 0 , b is the correct answer for satisfiability
of x ← Dm with probability at least 1/2 conditioned on A not 0-classifying x. We show that
A0 correctly solves satisfiability on x with error at most 1/2 − 1/100m on Dm for each m ∈ I 0 .
The key point is that A0 always solves k-SAT correctly on inputs x for which A 0-classifies
x, and this event happens with noticeable probability over Dm when m ∈ I 0 . Indeed, if A
0-classifies x, then K(x) > s(m) − λ(m), and x would be an unsatisfiable formula by Lemma
46 and our choice of ∆. Also, by Lemma 45 and the upper bound on entropy deficiency of D,
with probability at least 1/m over x ← Dm , K(x) > m − ∆n/2k+1 − 3 > s(m). Let p be the
probability that A 0-classifies x for a random x ← Dm , then
p ≥ Pr [x is good and K(x) > s(m)] ≥ 1/m − 1/m2 ,
x←Dm

which is ≥ 1/(2m) for m ≥ 2. Since b is the correct value for k-SAT on x ← Dm with probability
at least 1/2 conditioned on A not 0-classifying x, we have that
Pr

[A(x) is correct] =

x←Dm ,A

+

Pr

[A(x) is correct | A 0-classifies x] · p

Pr

[A(x) is correct | A does not 0-classify x] · (1 − p)

x←Dm ,A
x←Dm ,A

≥ (2/3) · p + (1/2) · (1 − p)
= 1/2 + p/6
≥ 1/2 + 1/100m.
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We note that any reasonable encoding of a k-SAT formula on n variables with a linear
number of clauses has bit-length O(n log(n)), while the entropy deficiency upper bound for
Theorem 48 to apply is O(n).
Next we show an analogous result to Theorem 48 for Clique.
Theorem 49. Let t : N → N be a function such that t(n) = ω(log(n)). Suppose that there is a
samplable distribution D (resp. logspace-samplable distribution D) such that every probabilistic
2
polynomial-time algorithm solving t-Clique on D has error at least 1/2
 − 1/m for all but finitely
t
many m, and moreover D has entropy deficiency at most (1 − ) 2 for some constant  > 0.
Then one-way functions (resp. one-way functions computable in NC0 ) exist.
Proof Sketch. The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 48, so we just provide a sketch.
We give an average-case reduction implying that t-Clique(n) can be solved with error at most
1/2 − 1/nΩ(1) on D = {Dm } for infinitely many m if GapK[s − λ, s] can be solved with error
at most 1/mq on Dm for infinitely many m, for some constant q and efficiently computable
s = Ω(m), λ = ω(log(m)). The theorem follows by combining this reduction with Corollary 21
in case D is samplable, and with Corollary 23 in case D is logspace-samplable.
For a given m, let n be the largest integer such that m(n) ≤ m. Let  > 0 be a constant

such that D has entropy deficiency at most (1 − )t(n). We choose s(m) = n2 − (1 − /2) 2t and
λ = log(n)2 . The reduction is exactly the same as in the proof of Theorem 48, except that we
use Lemma 47 instead of Lemma 46 and the parameters defined above to argue correctness.
While the upper bound on entropy deficiency is inherently sub-linear in Theorem 48, it can
be chosen to be linear in Theorem 49 by choosing t = Ω(n). As far as we are aware, there is no
evidence against Ω(n)-Clique being hard on average on some samplable distribution.
A natural question is whether the assumption of Theorem 49 is believable. We justify this
assumption by showing that it follows from the well-known Planted Clique Hypothesis (thus
generalizes the latter).
Given a function t : N → N, the t-Planted Clique Hypothesis [Jer92, Kuc95, AKS98, JP00]
states that for almost all n, no probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm can distinguish with
probability 1/nO(1) between a random graph on n vertices where each edge is included independently with probability 1/2 and the union of a random graph and a clique on a uniformly
chosen subset of t vertices. It is consistent with our current knowledge of algorithms for Clique
that the t-Planted Clique Hypothesis holds for t(n) = n0.49 [Jer92, FK03, MPW15].
Since for t = ω(log(n)), a random graph has a t-Clique with negligible probability, the
t-Planted Clique Hypothesis also implies that t-Clique is hard on average with respect to the
distribution on graphs obtained by choosing a random graph with probability 1/2 and the union
of a random graph and a random planted clique of size t with probability 1/2.
Proposition 50. Let t : N → N be a function. If the t-Planted Clique Hypothesis holds,
then there is a samplable distribution D with entropy deficiency at most 2t /2 such that every
probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm solving t-Clique(n) has error at least 1/2 − 1/nω(1) on
all but finitely many n.
Proof. Consider the distribution D = {Dm } obtained as follows. Choose a random size-t(n)
subset S of [n] and a uniformly random G on n vertices where each edge is included independently with probability 1/2. Let C[S] be the clique on S. With probability 1/2, output G,
and with probability 1/2 output the union of G and C[S]. By the t-Planted Clique Hypothesis,
t-Clique(n) is strongly hard
on this distribution


 for all but finitely many n. The entropy of Dm
m
m
t
m
t
is at least 2 /2 + ( 2 − 2 )/2 = 2 − 2 /2, and hence the entropy deficiency is at most

t
2 /2.
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In order to similarly justify the assumption of Theorem 48, we consider the following hypothesis on pseudorandomness of random local functions, which is inspired by the candidate
OWF proposed by Goldreich [Gol00, App13, App16].
The Random Local Function Pseudorandomness Hypothesis states that for any c > 0, there
is an integer k and a k-ary predicate P such that for every ∆ > 0 no probabilistic poly-time
algorithm can distinguish the following 2 distributions with probability ≥ 1/nc :
1. ∆n uniformly chosen k-tuples S1 , . . . S∆n of [n] together with uniformly and independently
chosen ∆n-bit string z;
2. ∆n uniformly chosen k-tuples S1 , . . . S∆n of [n] together with the evaluations of P on
x|S1 , . . . x|S∆n on a uniformly and independently chosen n-bit string x.
The following proposition is closely analogous to Proposition 50, and we omit the proof.
Proposition 51. Suppose the Random Local Function Pseudorandomness Hypothesis holds.
Then there are integers k and ∆ and a samplable distribution D with entropy deficiency at most
∆n/2k+1 such that any probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm solving k-SAT(n, ∆n) on D has
error at least 1/2 − 1/m3 for all but finitely many m.

5.2

Unconditional Average-Case CZK Protocols

In this subsection, we show unconditionally that GapK[s − ω(log n), s] admits an average-case
computational zero-knowledge protocol on infinitely many input lengths.
We first define the properties that our interactive proof system will have: namely, our proof
system is polynomially-bounded and computationally zero-knowledge. (For a rigorous definition
of interactive protocols, we refer the reader to Section 2.5 of [Vad06].)
Definition 52. Let (P, V ) be an interactive protocol where P stands for “prover” and V stands
for “verifier”. We use hP, V i(x) to denote V ’s view of the interaction on input x.
• We say (P, V ) is polynomially-bounded if the total length of messages exchanged between
P and V are polynomially-bounded, and V is a PPT algorithm.
• Let x be an input. We say (P, V ) accepts x if V accepts in hP, V i(x) with probability 1,
and (P, V ) rejects x if for every prover P ? , V accepts in hP ? , V i(x) with probability at
most 1/2.18
• We say (P, V ) is (computationally) zero-knowledge if there is an oracle PPT S (called
a “simulator”) such that for every non-uniform PPT V ? and every x such that (P, V )
?
accepts x, the distributions hP, V ? i(x) and S V are computationally indistinguishable.
We show unconditionally that GapK[s − ω(log n), s] admits an average-case computational
zero-knowledge protocol.
Theorem 53. Let D = {Dn } be a samplable distribution, ∆ = ω(log n), and q ≥ 1. There is a
CZK protocol that on infinitely many input lengths n, solves GapK[s − ∆, s] on D with error at
most 1/nq .
More precisely, there is a polynomially-bounded zero-knowledge interactive protocol (P, V )
such that for infinitely many n,
Pr [K(x) ≤ s − ∆ and (P, V ) does not accept x] ≤ 1/2nq ,

x←Dn

and
Pr [K(x) > s and (P, V ) does not reject x] ≤ 1/2nq .

x←Dn
18

Note that it is possible that an interactive protocol (P, V ) neither accepts nor rejects some input x.
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Proof. The proof is by a win-win argument. Roughly speaking, if one-way functions exist, then
CZK = IP = PSPACE, and thus we can implement the algorithm in Theorem 15 in CZK; if
one-way functions do not exist, then Corollary 21 shows that GapK can be solved in average in
probabilistic polynomial time.
Case I: one-way functions exist. Suppose one-way functions exist, then CZK = IP [IY87,
BGG+ 88, Nao91, HILL99]. It is also known that IP = PSPACE [LFKN92, Sha92]. Let A1
be the unconditional heuristic for GapK[s − ω(log n), s] given in Theorem 15 that has error
probability at most 1/2nq over D. Note that A1 can be implemented in PSPACE, thus there
is a polynomially-bounded zero-knowledge interactive protocol (P, V ) such that for every input
x ∈ {0, 1}? :
• if A1 (x) accepts, then (P, V ) accepts x;
• if A1 (x) rejects, then (P, V ) rejects x.
It follows that for every input length n,
Pr [K(x) ≤ s − ∆ and (P, V ) does not accept x]

x←Dn

= Pr [K(x) ≤ s − ∆ and A1 (x) rejects] ≤ 1/2nq ,
x←Dn

and
Pr [K(x) > s and (P, V ) does not reject x]

x←Dn

= Pr [K(x) > s and A1 (x) accepts] ≤ 1/2nq .
x←Dn

Case II: one-way functions do not exist. Suppose no one-way functions exist. By Corollary 21, there is a PPT algorithm A2 for GapK[s − ∆, s] that has error at most 1/2nq over D, on
infinitely many input lengths. Consider the following trivial CZK protocol for GapK[s − ∆, s]:
on input x, the verifier outputs A2 (x) without interacting with the prover at all. This trivial
protocol solves GapK[s − ∆, s] on average on infinitely many input lengths.
Similarly, one can also show unconditionally that GapMCSP is solvable by a CZK protocol
on average:
Corollary 54. Let 0 < δ < 1, q ≥ 1, and D = {Dn } be an (nδ )-locally samplable distribution.
Let s = Ω(nδ ). Then there is a CZK protocol that on infinitely many input lengths n, solves
GapMCSP[s, sn5δ ] on D with error at most 1/nq .
Proof Sketch. Suppose one-way functions exist. As MCSP is solvable in polynomial space, it
follows that GapMCSP[s, sn5δ ] ∈ CZK.
On the other hand, suppose there are no one-way functions. By Theorem 32, there is a
randomized polynomial-time algorithm (i.e. a trivial CZK protocol) for GapMCSP[s, sn5δ ] that
has error at most 1/nq over D, on infinitely many input lengths.

5.3

Limitations of Randomized Local Reductions

In this subsection, we discuss limitations on the power of local reductions for proving hardness
of GapMCSP. An (nδ )-local reduction from a language L to a language L0 is a polynomial-time
algorithm R mapping m-bits to n-bits such that for all x
L(x) = 1 ⇐⇒ L0 (R(x)) = 1
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and the i’th output bit of R(x) is computable in deterministic time nδ given i and random
access to x.
Murray and Williams [MW17] show that while almost all known NP-complete problems
are NP-complete under (no(1) )-local reductions, MCSP is unconditionally not NP-hard under
deterministic (n.49 )-local reductions. As a result, there is a formal sense in which a NP-hardness
result for MCSP must “look very different” from existing NP-hardness results.
A natural question is exactly how different would such a reduction have to be. For example,
what if one considers randomized local reductions instead of deterministic local reductions?
Could there be a relatively simple randomized local reduction from, say, SAT to MCSP? This
question gains further motivation in light of recent results showing NP-hardness for the multioutput and conditional versions of MCSP using relatively simple randomized reductions [ILO20,
Ila20].
Our main result in this subsection is to give evidence against the existence of an (nδ )-local
randomized reduction from SAT to GapMCSP with a sufficiently large gap. A randomized (nδ )local reduction from L to L0 is a randomized polynomial-time algorithm R that maps m bits to
n bits such that for all x
Pr[L(x) = L0 (R(x))] ≥ 2/3
R

and the i’th output bit of R(x) is computable in deterministic time nδ given i and random
access to both x and the randomness used by R.
Before we state our results, we introduce some notation. Let T ∈ {0, 1}n , ρ ∈ {0, 1, ?}m , r ∈
{0, 1}m , i ∈ [n]. Unless otherwise stated, let LSamp be an (nδ )-locally samplable distribution
for some 0 < δ < 1. Throughout this subsection, let O denote a (deterministic) oracle that on
input (T, ρ, i) outputs an estimate to the quantity
Pr [LSamp(n, i, r̃) = T (i)]

r̃←ρ

with additive error at most .01.19
Let the unlikeliness of r relative to O, denoted uO (r), be the number of iterations needed
for the following loop to terminate. Initially, set ρ = ?m and T = LSamp(n, r). While there
is a (lexicographically first) coordinate i ∈ [n] such that O(T, ρ, i) < 3/4, set ρ(j) = r(j) for
all indices j ∈ [n] of r that are queried by LSamp on input (n, i, r) (recall LSamp gets random
access to r). This completes our definition of uO (r). We also let ρO (r) denote the value of ρ
when the above loop terminates.
We now bound the probability that LSamp outputs some fixed string and has high unlikeliness.
Lemma 55. Fix some T ∈ {0, 1}n . Then
Pr

r←{0,1}m

[LSamp(n, r) = T and uO (r) ≥ k] ≤ (4/5)k .

Proof. Fix T ∈ {0, 1}m . We will analyze how the loop above that defines uO (r) acts when r
is chosen uniformly at random. In particular, we consider the following loop. Set ρ initially
to be ?m . While there exists a (lexicographically first) coordinate i ∈ [n] with O(T, ρ, i) <
3/4, simulate running LSamp on (n, i, ρ) and whenever LSamp queries an index j of ρ that is
undefined, set ρ(j) to be an independent random bit and respond with that bit.
Let ρk denote the value of ρ on the k’th iteration of the loop. Our convention is that ρ0 = ?m
is the value of ρ before any iteration. We will show that for all k
Pr[ρk is defined and ∃r̃ that agrees with ρk satisfying T = LSamp(n, r̃)] ≤ (4/5)k
19

To make the output of the O usable to polynomial-time algorithms, we assume its output has bit length
O(n).
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where the probability is over the randomness in the loop. Observe that this probability bound
implies the lemma.
We prove the probability bound by induction on k. For the inductive step, fix a restriction20
ρk and assume i is a (lexicographically first) coordinate with O(T, ρk , i) < 3/4. Let ρk+1 be the
random variable that is equal to the (updated) value of ρ after one iteration of the above loop
starting with ρ = ρk . Then we have that
Pr [∃r̃0 that agrees with ρk+1 and T = LSamp(n, r̃0 )]

ρk+1

≤ Pr [∃r̃0 that agrees with ρk+1 and T (i) = LSamp(n, i, r̃0 )]
ρk+1

≤ Pr [LSamp(n, i, r̃) = T (i)]
r̃←ρk

≤ 4/5
where the second inequality comes from the fact that ρ0 defines all the coordinates needed
to compute LSamp(n, i, r̃) (and chooses the coordinates not already defined by ρ uniformly
at random), and the third inequality comes from the approximation guarantee on O and the
assumption that O(T, ρ0 , i) < 3/4.
Inductively, we can apply this bound to get that
Pr[ρk is defined and ∃r̃ that agrees with ρk satisfying T = LSamp(n, r̃)] ≤ (4/5)k .
On the other hand, we show that if T has high circuit complexity, then T can never be
output on an r with low unlikeliness.
Lemma 56. Let r ∈ {0, 1}m and T = LSamp(n, r). Then CC(T ) ≤ O(uO (r)n3δ ).
Proof. Let ρ = ρO (r) ∈ {0, 1, ?}m . By construction of ρ and the approximation guarantee on
O, we know that for all i ∈ [n]
Pr [LSamp(n, i, r̃) = T (i)] ≥ 2/3.

r̃←ρ

We also know that the number of binary values in ρ is at most uO (r)nδ (since LSamp runs in
time nδ so each iteration of the loop sets at most nδ coordinates). Thus, applying Lemma 29,
we get that CC(T ) ≤ O(uO (r)n3δ ).
Next, we show that there is an efficient randomized algorithm with the properties we want
from O.
Proposition 57. There is a polynomial-time randomized algorithm A such that for all T ∈
{0, 1}n , ρ ∈ {0, 1, ?}m , and i ∈ [n], we have that A(T, ρ) estimates the quantity
Pr [LSamp(n, i, r̃) = T (i)]

r̃←ρ

within additive error at most .01. Moreover, the failure probability of the algorithm is at most
2
2−(n+m) .
Proof. The algorithm is simple. Given ρ and T , it just samples a uniformly random r̃ agreeing
with ρ and checks if LSamp(n, i, r̃) = T (i). It repeats this independently a (sufficiently large)
polynomial number of times and outputs the empirical probability. This algorithm clearly runs
in polynomial time, and its correctness follows from a Chernoff bound.
Finally, we use all this machinery to show that one can unconditionally solve GapMCSP
(with a sufficiently large gap) on any (nδ )-locally samplable distribution on average.
20

To emphasize, ρk is some fixed element of {0, 1, ?}m , not an uncertain random variable.
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Theorem 58. There is a randomized polynomial-time algorithm A such that A(n, r) computes
GapMCSP[s, ω(n5δ s log s)](LSamp(n, r))
δ

with error at most O(2−n ) when r is chosen uniformly at random.
Proof. The average-case algorithm is simple to describe. Given an input (n, r), pick an efficiently
computable oracle O (we describe how below) and output NO if uO (r) > k and output YES
otherwise, where we set
k = n2δ s log s.
We now specify how to pick the oracle O. Let A0 be the algorithm in Proposition 57. We
cannot just use A0 as our oracle O because it does not give deterministic answers to queries
(A0 is randomized). So instead, we mimic Adleman’s construction to get an oracle that is
deterministic and (with high probability) computes the approximation we desire. In other
words, we will choose our oracle probabilistically, after we make this choice, the output of the
oracle is deterministic. In detail, we sample s ← {0, 1}poly(n) and let O be the algorithm that
runs A0 and uses s for its randomness. In this case, the output of O is deterministic and
2
because the failure probability of A0 is at most 2−(n+m) , a union bound implies that, with all
but exponentially small probability, we have that O computes
Pr [LSamp(n, i, r̃) = T (i)]

r̃←ρ

with .01 additive error for all r̃ ∈ {0, 1, ?}m , T ∈ {0, 1}n , and i ∈ [n]. Thus, in our proof of
correctness, we can assume that our choice of O does indeed compute
Pr [LSamp(n, i, r̃) = T (i)]

r̃←ρ

with .01 additive error for all r̃ ∈ {0, 1, ?}m , T ∈ {0, 1}n , and i ∈ [n]. This completes our
description of our algorithm. (The chance that this does not occur can be absorbed into the
failure probability of our algorithm.)
It is easy to see that this algorithm runs in probabilistic polynomial time since A0 (and
hence O) is computable in probabilistic polynomial time and the loop defining uO is efficient
given oracle access to O. It remains to show correctness.
First, we show this algorithm always rejects NO instances. If uO (r) ≤ k, then Lemma 56
implies CC(LSamp(n, r)) = O(kn3δ ) = O(n5δ s log s). So, this algorithm rejects all NO instances
when n is sufficiently large.
Next, we show this algorithm usually accepts YES instances. We prove this by applying
Lemma 55 and union bounding over the number of truth tables with circuit complexity at most
s:
Pr

[CC(LSamp(n, r)) ≤ s and uO (r) > k]
X
Pr [LSamp(n, r) = T and uO (r) > k]

r←{0,1}m

≤

T ∈{0,1}n :CC(T )≤s

≤

X

r←{0,1}m

(4/5)k

T ∈{0,1}n :CC(T )≤s

≤ 2O(s log(n+s)) (4/5)k
δ

≤ O(2−n )
As a corollary, we get that, under certain parameters, if L has a local reduction to GapMCSP,
then solving L on any locally samplable distribution is easy on average.
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Corollary 59. Assume there is a (nδ/2 )-local reduction from a language L to GapMCSP[s, ω(n3δ s log s)].
Let LSamp be a (nδ/2 )-locally samplable distribution. Then there is a randomized polynomialΩ(1)
time algorithm solving L on LSamp with error at most 2−n .
Proof. Compose the (nδ/2 )-local reduction from L to GapMCSP[s, ω(n3δ s log s)] with the (nδ/2 )local sampling algorithm for LSamp. This gives a new (nδ )-locally samplable distribution LSamp0
where
L(LSamp(n, r)) = GapMCSP[s, ω(n3δ s log s)](LSamp0 (poly(n), r)).
Then the Corollary follows from Theorem 58.
Conversely, setting L = SAT, we get that if SAT is hard under any locally samplable distribution, then SAT does not locally reduce to GapMCSP (with certain parameters) even if one
allows for randomness.
Corollary 60. If SAT is hard on some (nδ/2 )-locally samplable distribution, then there is no
randomized (nδ )-local reduction from SAT to GapMCSP[s, ω(n3δ s log s)]
Finally, we justify the assumption of Corollary 60. In particular, if there exists a one-way
function computable in NC0 , then SAT is average-case hard on some O(log n)-locally samplable
distribution. As a corollary, under plausible assumptions, there is no randomized n0.01 -local
reduction from SAT to GapMCSP[n0.2 , n0.8 ].
Theorem 61. Suppose there are one-way functions computable in NC0 . Then there is an
O(log n)-locally samplable distribution D such that for every polynomial p, no PPT algorithm
solves SAT with probability 1/2 + 1/p(n). (Actually, the local sampler only makes O(1) queries
to the random tape; it spends O(log n) time to output each bit of the SAT instance.)
Proof Sketch. If there are one-way functions computable
in NC0 , then there are also PRGs
√
0
n−
n
computable in NC [HRV13]. Let G : {0, 1}
→ {0, 1}n be a PRG computable in NC0d ,
i.e. each output bit of G only depends on d input bits, where d is an absolute constant. Let
Dy be the following distribution over length-n strings: w.p. 1/2, we sample a uniformly random
length-n string, and w.p. 1/2, we sample a random output of G. Let D be the following
distribution: we sample y ← Dy , and encode the following assertion
“∃s ∈ {0, 1}n−

√

n

, s.t. G(s) = y”

into a SAT instance. We can verify that Dy is O(d log n)-samplable, and the pseudorandomness
of G implies that SAT is average-case hard on Dy .
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A

Unconditional Hardness of GapK

Recall that Theorem 15 presents an algorithm for GapK[n − ∆, n] with error probability 2−∆/3 .
We show that such algorithms have some limits, in the sense that even if we allow an arbitrarily
large (but finite) running time, no algorithm could improve the error parameter to o(2−∆ /n).
Theorem 62. No algorithm computes GapK[n − ∆, n] on the uniform distribution D = {Un }
with error at most o(2−∆ /n).
Proof. For contradiction, suppose there is an algorithm A that solves GapK[n − ∆, n] on the
uniform distribution with error probability o(2−∆ /n). Let x1 , x2 , . . . , x` denote the strings of
length n that are rejected by A in lexicographic order. Let i be the smallest index such that
K(xi ) ≥ n − ∆. Since A(x) fails with probability o(2−∆ /n), we know that i ≤ o(2n−∆ /n). Since
we can describe y by revealing i, n and the code of A, we get that
K(y) ≤ log n + log i + O(1) ≤ n − ∆ − ω(1),
which is a contradiction.
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